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EDITORIAL

ouTMAnHIAGE
HOW TO RECONCILE

HEART AND HEAD
Eigh_teen months qgp, Manna called for an oiitreach campaign addressed to all

thos? Jew_s in ndred faith reledonships.  Last morwh the Sirernlberg Centre held a
s?mina! for couples_ in:this stryation. Some 250 people attended and the response to
the_welcoxpe and the help offered was overwhelming.

Somf__have_ grificised this  venture  as  condoning  outmarriage.  It  was  no  such
thing. We publish below our statement of policy which we beireve to be balanced,
€ompassio_nate  _and,   above  all,   essential  if  thousands  of  Jews  are  not  to  be
irrevocably excluded from the Jewish corrrmunity.

Tv::e::t?.:h¥E:Jer:i:#seh:i:
despite the opposition of his or her
family is both a dramatic clich6 and
a   true   encapsulation   of   one   of
Anglo-Jewry's    abiding    concerns.
The theme of love across commun-
ity boundaries is an old one and the
sympathy  of  the  bystander  usually
lies with the  couple  and  a belief in
the principle 4"or I;I.#c!'f om#!.4.  Be it
Jew with gentile, Catholic with Pro-
testant,  or Muslim  with  one of the
many   of  no   particular   faith,   the
familiar scenario persists.

Anglo-Jewry   is   no   larger   than
330,000   souls.   Its   very.  smallness
means   that  it  plays   the   numbers
game  almost  obsessively.  Whether
such  a  small  community  can  retain
its  distinctive identity  and continue
to  support the superstructures of a
national religious grouping, is a real
question.   It   is   a   question   posed
pointedly  by  British  society,  which
has a record of hospitality to minor-
ity  groups,  coupled  with  an  equal
record  for  absorbing  those  groups
without trace.

Mixed marriages present a prob-
lem    to    the    Jewish    community
almost exclusively because the like-
lihood is that the family will be lost
to   Judaism.    In   a   predominantly
secular society the majority of those
in  mixed  relationships  bring  their
children up as nothing in particular
-   perhaps   comforting   themselves
that  in  adulthood  the  children  will
be  free  to  choose,  whilst  ignoring
the  fact  that  in  such  circumstances

the  children  are  most  likely  not  to
select the theoretical religious idem-
tity of either parent but rather the
practical non-observance of both.

The  full  extent of the  numerical
loss through outmarriage is remark-
ably under-researched but personal
observation   and   general   demog-
raphic trends  are not  encouraging.
Of course,  there  are  other  strands
to  Jewish  attitudes.  Jews  are  not  a
race and the Jewish community has
frequently been reinforced by con-
verts.  But centuries of tension with
the  host  community  have  left  their
traces of suspicion and introversion.
And  certain  sections  of  the  com-
munity  view  such  intimate  contact
with gentiles as more alarming than
others.  Nevertheless,  the  commun-
ity is almost wholly united in seeing
outmarriage  as  a  threat  to  Jewish
continuity and to the passing on of a
uniquely   valuable   religious   tradi-
tion.

Much  depends,  of  course,  upon
the attitude  that Jews  adopt to the
society in which they live. There are
some who choose to insulate them-
selves,   maintaining   a   way   of  life
which  is  educationally,  socially  and
even economically as self-contained
as possible. Those who adopt such a
pattern  are  least  affected  by  inter-
marriage.   Those   Jews,   however,
who seek to live fully within society,
integrating  into  it  without  wishing
to   be   assimilated   by   it,   walk   a
tightrope. Jewish education is often
seen  as a panacea but one suspects
that a certain level of outmarriage is
the inevitable consequence of social

integration.  There  is,  for instance,
no foolproof way of forestalling the
possible   consequences   of   friend-
ships  formed  at  university.  One  of
the particular difficulties lies in the
fact that long-term relationships are
often  formed  at  that  stage  in  life
when     distancing     oneself     from
home, family and religious tradition
is almost a concomitant of growing
uP.

Progressive  rabbis  walk  a  tight-
rope  along  with  our  congregants.
Our  particular  tightrope  links  two
almost contradictory messages. The
first   message   is   the   familiar   one
that,   since  outmarriage  is  such   a
threat,  it  should  be  avoided.  The
second  message  says  to  those  who
have entered such relationships that
there is still a place for them within
the Jewish community.

We go on to acknowledge that in
many cases  the non-Jewish partner
will  have  no  strong  religious  com-
mitment,    since    strong    religious
commitment     is     increasingly      a
minority  feature  of  British  life.  In
such circumstances,  the non-Jewish
partner  may  wish   to   explore   the
possibility of becoming Jewish. This
will  demand  undertaking  a  serious
programme  of  study  and  practice
but  will  be  supported  and  encour-
aged   to   the   full.   In   many   other
cases,    however,    the    non-Jewish
partner  will  not  wish  to  convert  -
either because  they  have  a faith  of
their  own  or  because  Judaism,  or
indeed any religion, does not attract
them.  In  such  circumstances,  they

continued on page 12
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REFORM IN ISRAEL
FF}OM  THE  MAF]GIN  INTO THE  MAINSTREAM

Michael Marmur

TE
E SOUTII ARERICANS,
tchman,  a New Yorker,  a
)ccan,   a   Californian,   an

Australian, native Israelis of Polish,
Kurdish  and  German  backgrounds
and  a  former  resident  of  Golders
Green:  these  are  the  students  on
the  Israeli  Rabbinical  Programme
of   the    Hebrew   Union    College.
What  does  this  unlikely  collection
of individuals have in common?

Firstly,  we  are  all  committed  to
the  development  of vigorous,  non-
Orthodox,  Jewish  expressions  in  a
vigorous,     non-Orthodox     Jewish
State. Surely one of the great possi-
bilities of renewed sovreignty is the
prospect of a cultural renaissance in
which all aspects of Jewish life may
be stimulated.  Common  sense  sug-
gests  that  the  method  and  experi-
ence of Progressive Judaism should
be at the forefront of this flowering.
Yet an insidious and complex com-
bination of intimidation, cowardice,
stupidity   and   prejudice   has   kept
Israeli society away from the entice-
ments  of  a  modern  religious  world
view.     The     handful     of    Israelis
already   ordained   and   the   Israeli
Reform  Movement  as  a  whole,  are
working hard to change this state of
affairs.  The  rabbinical  students see
themselves  as  part of this  enterpri-
se.

The second thing uniting us is the
way  in  which  we  are  perceived  in
Israeli  society  at  large.   Many  are
ignorant  of the  very  existence  of a
Reform  presence  in  Israel.  If they
have  any  image  of  Reform,  it  is
either  of  nineteenth-century   Ger-
many  or  twentieth-century  Amer-
ica.  For the  ultra-Orthodox  world,
we  are  prominent  members  of the
Forces of Evil. And to those secular
Israelis confronted with, say, one of
my  female  colleagues  officiating  at
a   service,   the   response   is   often
incredulity  and  insecurity.   In  Bri-
tain you might be considered some-

what stupid for wishing to become a
Reform rabbi. In the eyes of Israelis
across the board you must be stark
raving bonkers.

They  may  have  a  point.  In  the
current    cultural    climate    in    this
country,  becoming a Reform rabbi
is about as popular as training to be
a tour guide in a leper colony. The
burgeoning  religious  political  lob-
by,  currently holding the rest of us
by  the  short-and-curlies  thanks  to
our  electoral  system,  would  dearly
love  to  eradicate  the  Reform  pre-
sence   in   Israel.   This   is   not   alto-
gether surprising.  More  puzzling is
the fact that in the so-called secular
camp,   religious   attitudes   are   not
what  you  might  reasonably  expect
them to be.

More and more members of what
has  been  termed  the  secular  camp
are  finding  new  ways  of  defining
their   relationship   to   Judaism.   In
recent surveys a significant propor-
tion   call   themselves   `traditional'.
And  even  the  most  strongly  anti-
clerical citizens do little credit to the
title  `secular'.  After  all,  those  who
coined  the  term  were  in  large  part
rebelling against a background they
knew intimately.  Some  others,  like
Herzl,    were    radically    estranged
from   all   things  Jewish   but   when
confronted  with  the  plight  of  the
Jewish  people,  were  moved  to  an
essentially  political  response.  Thus
they were secular,  yet involved.

The non-Orthodox Jew in today's
Israel  fits  neither  of these  moulds.
For  some  the  fact  that  they  them-
selves   do   not   live   according   to
fJa/¢ch¢fe is irrelevant to  their sup-
port for the  authority  of `real'  rab-
bis,  men  who  offer  certainty  and
leadership at a time when both  are
in   short   supply.   For   others,   the
gestures    of   anti-clericalism    have
been  inherited  from  their  parents
and   grandparents.   Their   secular-
ism,  far from  being a philosophical

rebellion,  is in  fact  the most mind-
less  conformism.   This  is  why  the
various   born-again   Jewish   groups
do such a roaring trade. When these
young  Israelis  are  confronted  with
the  shallowness  of  their  inherited
views   some   opt   for   resfez!vczfe,   a
dramatic return to a way of life they
themselves had never left but rather
ignored or vilified.

There are others, Jewish Israelis,
who    are    neither    medieval    nor
mediocre.     Across     the    religious
spectrum    there     are    individuals
whose commitment and knowledge
are  an   inspiration   and  belie  easy
stereotypical  analyses  of  the  `reli-
gious    divide'.    But    these    bright
sparks are in decline - one example
of this is the failure of A4ez.mad,  the
moderate  voice  of  religious  Zion-
ism,  to  make  any  showing  in  the
general  election.

It is  against this  somewhat bleak
background  that  we  cosmopolitan
clerical  apprentices  come  into  the
picture. If Israeli society is to find a
response to the combined effects of
polarisation,   Polandisation   -   be-
coming    like    seventeenth-century
Chelm -and apathy, there will have
to be new initiatives in three crucial
areas.

The first of these is education.  It
is  one  of  the  great  ironies  of  the
Zionist  State,  wherein  we  are  sup-
posed to be developing a new Heb-
rew  culture,  that  one  basically  has
two  ways  of studying  Judaism:  the
German  and  the  Babylonian.  The
German method is that favoured by
the  academic  establishment.  In  the
academic  study  of Judaism  the  sci-
entific    method    reigns    supreme:
footnotes,   learned   asides,   mono-
graphs   and   manuscript   variations
are the order of the day.

In  the   yes fez.t;fife,   the  traditional
academy  of  Jewish  study,  ways  of
learning perfected centuries ago are
employed   to   this   very   day.   This
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resilience is, of course, a marvellous
thing,  perhaps  the  major  factor  in
the       extraordinary       intellectual
achievement  of the  Jewish  people.
But  it  has  its  limitations:  there  are
insights  which  are  unacceptable  to
the yesfez.varfe world. Historical pers-
pective,  for example,  is either ban-
ned or ignored.

To   rely   on   one   of   these   two
methods   to   the   exclusion   of   the
other is  silly.  Neither  dogma  satis-
ties the curiosity or the integrity of
Jews looking for a modern response
to  an  ancient  literary  heritage.  In
our  programme  we   are  given   an
opportunity to encounter both Ger-
many   and   Babylon.   We   are   re-
quired  to  complete  an  MA  degree
at the Hebrew University in a field
of Jewish studies and at the College
we spend a proportion  of our time
studying ancient and medieval texts
in chct;rz/ftzfe,  the system of learning
with  a partner in  dialogical  fashion
favoured in  the  yesfez.wzfe world.

The   academic   approach   offers
precision, doubt and openness. The
yesfez.t;czfe  approach  demands  preci-
sion,   commitment   and   creativity.
Our   aim   is   to    develop    a   new
approach,     a    Jerusalem     school,
which refuses to be restricted to one
or other. If there is one place where
Babylon     and.  Germany     should
meet, it is surely Israel.

Perhaps   an   example   will   help
explain  my  point.   As  part  of  my
MA studies a couple of years ago I
took   a   course   in   Adz.dr¢sfe   at   the
University.  The  professor  was  an
arch    example    of    the    .academic
method.  His early years were spent
in  a  ycsfe!.t/¢fe  and  since  his  depar-
ture  from  that  framework  he  has
become  a  keen  exponent  of a  com-
pletely  secular  view  of  Jewish  stu-
dies.  We  spent  the year comparing
the four extant manuscripts of one
section  Of  one  midrashic  work.  0£
course,  University  scholarship  de-
pends  on  this  painstaking  activity.
But obviously this is not the view of
A4z.drczsfe a rabbi wants to convey to
members  of the  congregation.  The
beauty  and  meaning  of  this  litera-
ture  lies  in  its  poetry,  imagination
and style,  not in  its manuscripts.

Meanwhile  in  the  world  of  the
ycsfez.v¢fe   there   are   whole   dimen-
sions  of  understanding  which   are
simply ignored.  For those of us not
prepared to wear dogmatic blinkers
and  unwilling  only  to  peer  down  a
scholarly      microscope,      a      new
approach  is called for.
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The  second   area  in  which   our
Movement  may  play  in  important
role is that of community conscious-
ness. Whereas Jewish life in Britain
and  elsewhere  is  very  community-
minded,  the  early  years  of  Israel's
history saw an emphasis on State at
the  expense  of community.  To  put
it another way, the national consen-
sus was not just a phrase -it was a
tangible   uniting   force.   As   Israel
chugs along towards its menopause
years,   the  national   consensus   has
been  brought  into  question  and  so
Israelis   are   thrown   back   on   the
communal framework. Those in the
`secular'   camp   do   less   well   as   a

result    of    this    process    because
Orthodox life provides a network of
celebrations and group events ready
made.

Social  initiatives  such  as  the  kz.b-
b#fz  are  still  relevant  but  there  is
clearly    room    for    some    further
breakthroughs,  particularly  in  the
big cities. This is where the Reform
Movement    could    come    in.    By
mediating      between      the      non-
Orthodox   majority   and   its   tradi-
tion,  we  could  spearhead  a  much
needed  strengthening  of  the  social
fabric on the communal level.

So  much  for  the  theory.  Let  me
give an example: I have some extre-
mely  secular  relatives  living  in  Tel
Aviv. For most of the time that they
have known me here, they have had
the impression that I am involved in
some  lunatic  irrelevance  involving
the  worst  of  both  worlds:   secular
confusion     and     religious     hocus-
pocus.  Now  that  their  children  are
no  longer  babies  and  as  their  per-
ception of threat by ultra-Orthodox
political  forces  is  sharpened,  they
have begun to take a less jaundiced
view of my studies and the work of
the Reform Movement  as a whole.
They haven't changed very much as
people,  nor have  they  developed  a
sudden interest in theology. But the
reality around them, in their family
and   in   the   country   as   a   whole,
makes   them   more   open   to   new
ideas   about  life  cycle   events,   the
Jewish  year  and  community  spirit.
Our   Movement   is   experimenting
with,  among  other  things,  kinder-
gartens  and  schools  to  answer  the
needs of people  like  these.

The third area of potential activ-
ity  is  politics.   In  a  country  where
the    lines   separating   politics    and
religion have become blurred to the
detriment    of    both,    a    renewed
emphasis   on   the   prophetic   tradi-

tion,  distinguishing  between  speci-
fic  public  issues  and  the  principles
underlying them,  could  be  of great
significance.   Our   Movement,   for
example,   sent   out   a   call   to   its
members  at  yon  Kz.ppztr  demand-
ing   serious   self-examination   con-
cerning  the  moral  implications  of
the !.#fz.fczdcz. Party hacks might com-

plain  that  this  kind  of involvement
is  too  vague  and  indeed  there  are
prominent members of the Reform
Movement who are involved in par-
ties  in  a  private  capacity.  But  as  a
Movement  our  role  is  to  ask  the
uncomfortable      moral      questions
whilst  not  settling  for  the  comfort-
able political  remedies.

In  a period of renewed sovreign-
ty, the Jewish people face the brutal
reality   -   including   the   reality   of
being  brutal - with  no  religious  or
ideological  world  view  equal  to  it.
In the  next few years we  are going
to need a kind of applied morality,
a  way  of  maintaining  our  people's
wellbeing,  body  and  soul.  It seems
unthinkable that this task be under-
taken   without    reference   to    the
sources  of Jewish  thought,  ancient
and  modern.   And  yet  those  who
attempt  to  relate  to  Israel   as  an
oversized  ghetto   are   equally  mis-
guided.   Progressive   Judaism   may
help  provide  a  new  political  con-
sciousness    beyond    slogans,    self-
righteous breast-beating and  abject
cynicism.

These are some of the challenges
facing our motley crew of rabbinical
students  and  others  who  currently
find  themselves  on  the  margins  of
Israeli  society.  Time  will  tell  if we
manage to rise to the challenge and
if the  Reform  Movement  here  be-
comes a force for change or remains
an imported curiosity.

I  have  written   about  the  tasks
facing   the   Reform   Movement   in
Israel.   It  is  for  those  involved  in
Progressive Judaism  in  Britain  and
elsewhere   to   decide   if   there   are
parallels   relevant   to   them.   As   a
grateful    product    of    the    British
Movement,  my  guess  is  that  there
are.  Beyond  the  enormous  differ-
ences of style  and circumstance we
face  the  same  issues  in  Holon  and
Holloway, in Golders Green and in
the City of Gold.

Michael Marmur,  ¢n  O;I/ond  UH!.vcrsdy gra-
duate,   is  studying  for  the  rabbinate  on-the
Israeli  Rabbinic  Programme  of  the  Hebrew
Union   College.   The  son  of  a  rabbi,   he   is
married and lives  in Jerusalem.
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WHITEWASH AND HOGWASH
4n angry__cop_troversy  about the  Holocaust recently  shattered the  calm  of Oxford

P_hiyersrty. Woofson College would not allow a West German historian, Prof essor Ernst
Nolte:  whp  won n_otoriety  by  claiming  that the  Nazi extermination of the Jews  was
rperely  a `r_eachorI'  to  the crimes  of Bolshevism,  to lecture.  The  Cohage's  action was
deno_unced as a `betrayal of academic freedom' , and Professor Nolte hin'lself, though
n_ot ky?wn  qs  an_authority  on this  particular subject,  noted the `violati.on of a go-od
English  trad:ition'.  Who  exactly  is  he  and  what  sort  of  opinion  is  it  for  vihich the

privilege of academic discussion is clained?  The article below explains.

THE `REVISIONIST HISTOR-
IANS',  some  of  whom  either
deny   or   minimise   the   mass

extermination  of  the  Jews,  are  no
longer to be found only among the
eccentrics. They have moved on. Of
course   in   the   present   climate   of
opinion  they cannot very well  `jus-
tify' or whitewash the crimes; this is
still  regarded  as  the  prerogative  of
nco-Nazis  and  in  that  company  no
historian claiming to be respectable
can  afford  to  be  seen.  But  there is
something else that can be done and
that apparently is to `look upon the
past more and more in its complex-
ity', to `correct the black and white
image', so as to make it possible for
`previous   presentations   to   be   re-

vised' .
This  is  how  a  reputable  German

historian  puts  it.   Dr  Ernst  Nolte,
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Caesar Aronsfeld

Professor   of   Modern   History   at
West    Berlin's    Free    University,
gained  impeccable  standing  as  the
author of scholarly works on politi-
cal science, especially the history of
Fascism. He first attracted attention
in  1963  with his  book  on  Fczscz.s77c  I.#
j.fs  Epoch,  followed  in  1968  by  7lfec
Crisis of the  Liberal System and the
Fascist  Movemerits,   Germany   and
the  Cold  War  (1974)  aLnd  Marxism
and   Industrial   Revolution   (1993).
These books, published by the once
famous     Jewish-founded     Ullstein
firm,  established  his  reputation  to
such an extent that he was invited to
lecture at the Hebrew University. It

was only when he was resting on his
laurels that he began to be infected
by  the  bug  of  `revisionist  history'.
This  totally  unexpected  phenome-
non    aroused    widespread    public
attention   and   both   criticism   and
counter-criticism   filled   many   col-
umns of the West German press.

Nolte was born in 1923 and there-
fore   might,   with   luck,   claim   the
much  coveted  `grace  of late  birth',
though some of his critics could not
help  wondering what  the Professor
might  have  professed  had  he  been
born a few years earlier. For he now
published   a   new   book,   600-odd
pages  no  less,   entitled   7lfec  Ekro-
pean Civil War 1917-1945,  aLnd here
he indulged in the most fanciful sort
of ideas  about what  he  called  `The
Third  Reich  in  t.he  Perspective  of

continued on next page



the    1980s'.    It   is   perhaps   worth
considering    one    particular    idea
which is as unbelievable as any one
might encounter in the muddy wa-
ters of Nazi whitewash.

Nolte   does   not   deny   that   the
extermination of several millions of
Europeans,  Jews  and  others,  was
`without precedent in its motivation

and execution' and he is aware that
`the   quasi-industrial   machinery   of

the gas  chambers  created  an  unpa-
ralleled   sense   of  horror'.   At   the
same  time,   he  cannot  help  being
attracted   by   the   theories   of   the
British    `revisionist'    David    Irving
whose `goal, he says, is undisguised-
ly   a   vindication   of   Hitler'.   This
strikes   a   chord   in   Nolte's   fancy.
Admittedly,      'some      of     Irving's
`theses'  can be  `set aside easily' but

enough is left to intrigue the Profes-
sor who senses here an opportunity
of whitewashing some at least of the
black record.

So  he  proceeds  to  argue  that  if
Hitler  wanted  to  exterminate  the
Jews, it was because ffec); wanted to
exterminate  fez.77c,  or  as  Nolte  puts
it,  `Hitler  had  good  reasons  to  be
convinced  of his  enemies'  determi-
nation   to   annihilate   him'  -  even
before  the  truth  about  Auschwitz
was known. In evidence he quotes a
war-time  pamphlet  by  an  obscure
American Jew -Theodore 8. Kauf-
man, Germany must Perish -which
would  never  have  been  heard  of
had  it  not  been  played  up  by Nazi
propaganda.   This,   of  course,  like
Nolte,   ignored   the   fact   that   the
earliest   Nazi    slogan   was    `Perish
Judah'.   Other  `evidence'  was  bor-
rowed from the wholly disreputable
and  thoroughly  discredited  French
revisionists     Paul     Rassinier     and
Robert Faurisson.

But  by  far  the  most  important
witness  Nolte  can  produce  is  none
other  than  Chaim  Weizmann,  the
Zionist leader, who, as chairman of
the   Jewish   Agency   for   Palestine,
had   assured   the   British   Govern-
ment  of Jewish  support  in  the  war
against  Nazi   Germany.   Here  is  a
trump card in Nolte's suit on behalf
of his client.  The Jews had  actually
declared war on Hitler, so there .  .  .

Nolte    had    not    known    about
Weizmann's letter to Neville Cham-
berlain   until   1963   though   it   was
published  in  September   1939.   He
quotes  it  now  from  one  of Irving's
books where it says `Hitler no doubt
considered the letter an unorthodox
Jewish declaration of war. He often

referred to it in later years'.  There
is, incidentally, no evidence to show
that   Hitler   ever   did,   at   least   in
public.

That  letter,  Nolte  now  says,  in-
credibly,   `might  justify  the  conse-
quential thesis that Hitler was allo-
wed  to  treat  the  German  Jews  as
prisoners of war and, by this means,
to   intern   them'.   Indeed,   on   this
argument,  according  to  Nolte,  we
must grant Hitler the right to treat
them   the   way   he   did,   not   only
`intern'  the   `prisoners  of  war'  but

murder them,  all  of them,  indiscri-
minately.  This  is  what,  in  the  last
analysis,  the  Professor's  argument
amounts  to.  It  was  not  discovered
by him,  either.  It was first used,  as
Nolte may or may not know, by one
of  the  Nazis'  chief  propagandists,
Helmut  Stindermann,  who,  after -
not   during  -   the   war,   described
Weizmann's   letter   as   `the   formal
basis   for   the   arrests   of   Jews   in
Germany  and  the  occupied  coun-
tries'   -   as   if,   in   Nazi   eyes,   the
offence  of  the  Jews  lay  in  any  of
their actions and not rather in their
mere   existence  -  a  point   conve-
niently  also  ignored  by  Nolte  who
instead  implies  that  extermination
must be regarded as a proper treat-
ment  for   `prisoners   of  war'   after
they have been  `interned'.

The  Nazis,  o.f' course,  had  proc-
laimed   their   murderous   intention
right   at   the   very   start   of   their
campaign,  back in  1919,  when  Hit-
ler  had  long  been  a  fanatical  anti-
semite.  It  was  part  of  his  `rational
antisemitism',  as  distinct  from  the
traditional    `emotions'    that   might
have  restrained the  criminal  obses-
sion. He then consistently preached
it  in  his  book  Meg.#  Kcz7xp/,  practi-
sed   it   throughout   his   career   and
frantically reaffirmed  it in his  `Poli-
tical  Testament'  amid  the  ruins  of
Berlin,  1945.  What  he  himself  de-
scribed  as  an  `unimaginable'  crime
was `foretold' by him  seven months
before the  outbreak of war.

Nolte   who   is   a   bit   slow   in   his
researches   has   probably   not   yet
discovered  the  implication  of  this
part  of  the  Nazi  story,  so  he  has
invented a tale  of his own.

He   is   now   asserting   that   `Nazi
race  murder'  was  merely  a  logical
response  to  `B.lshevik  class  mur-
der'.  According to him,  `Auschwitz
is not primarily a result of traditional
antisemitism   .   .   .   but  above  all  a
reaction  born  out  of the  anxiety of
the  annihilating  occurrences  of the

Russian  Revolution',  and  to  make
himself quite  clear,  he insists:  `The
so-called  annihilation  of  the  Jews
during the Third Reich was a reac-
tion  or  a  distorted  copy  and  not  a
first act or an  original'.

Nolte  seriously  suggests  that  the
Nazis  would  never  have  extermin-
ated the Jews if it had not been for
the   Bolsheviks,   because   most   of
their leaders were -believed to be -
Jews, and, he ominously goes on, if
the  Jews  are  now  making  so  much
fuss about their `so-called(!) annihi-
lation',  it is because it gives them  a
chance   of`  claiming   `a   permanent
status of being privileged and above
the  rest'  -  they  have  as  it  were  a
vested interest in the Holocaust.

Here you have the gist of Nolte's
fantasies  about  the  `European  civil
war'.     Again    Weizmann's    letter
stalks  the  pages  of  the  book  like
another  spook  from  the  `Protocols
of  Zion',  but  the  main  point  re-
mains  the  Nazi   `reaction'   to   Bol-
shevism - Auschwitz as a `response
to the Soviet  Gulag'.  The  Russians
must  be   considered   the   criminals
while  Hitler  merely  `reacted'  -  by
murdering the Jews.

Not  a  word  about  Hitler's  con-
suming     ambition,      openly     and
solemnly proclaimed in his book, of
conquering  Russia  on  the  road  to
world   domination,   an   aim   to   be
achieved      in      the      propagandist
armour of a  crusader  against  `Jew-
ish Bolshevism'. Slow as he is in this
respect,  Nolte  has  yet  to  grasp  the
messa.ge  of  Mein  Kampf.  His  revi-
sionist  fancies  are  clearly  the  latest
attempt   to   concoct   an   image   of
history  which  Germans  can  accept
in   their   search   for   a   respectable
national identity. Such a search may
be  understandable  as  an  end  but
can   never  justify   any  old   means,
however  foul,  employed  to  secure
it.

If  Nolte's  `arguments'  were  put
forward  by  nco-Nazis,  they  would
seem typical of nco-Nazi propagan-
da.  Since  they  are  presented  by  a
scholar   of  some   reputation,   they
augur ill  for  the  future  of the  Ger-
mans'   understanding  of  their  his-
tory -which, in turn,  may augur ill
not only for the Germansl

Caesz\r ALronsfctd is a writer on coy.temporary
Jewish affairs, author of The Ghos;+s Of 1492..
Jewish  Aspects  Of  The  Struggle  For  Reli-
gious  Freedom  in  Spain,1848-1976  cz#d The
Text  of  the  Holocaust:  Nazi  Extermination
Propaganda  1919-1945.
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SURVIVORS STILL CRY FOR HELP

IF A CONFERENCE IS TO BE
judged on the amount of papers
given  and  the  number  of inter-

national    names    of   distinction   it
aLttraLcts, then  Remembering for  the
Fztfz4re,  a conference on the impact
of the Holocaust on both Jews and
Christians, held in Oxford last July,
was an event of considerable signifi-
cance   that   was   given   inadequate
coverage in the media.  Three  mas-
sive volumes, the equivalent of five
London telephone directories, com-
prised the 265  papers  that were  to
be discussed over three days, in two
series  of  workshops  totalling  eight
hours   each.   As   for  the  veritable
galaxy    of    writers,    philosophers,
theologians,     historians,     teachers
and therapists, it would be easier to
say   who   was   not   there   than   to
attempt  to  embrace  a  list  of  not-
ables  that ran  from  Elie  Wiesel  to
Dr Ruth.

Rodney Mariner
An   enterprise   of   such   propor-

tions  was  bound  to  have  its  prob-
lems  of  organisation   and   logistics
and, in retrospect,  I would say that
the    conference    was    adequately
managed.    While    there    are    still
aspects   of   the   organisation   that
rankle,   I   am   sure   that   time   will
assign them  to  oblivion.

Not  so,  however,  the  one  flaw
which  for  me  irreparably  damaged
the  conference,  namely  its  failure
to  address  the  present  concerns  of
the  coriference.   Remembering  for
ffee  FZJfwrc  was   a  fine  oxymoronic
title.  There was always  a  danger in
pursuing  that  end,   that  the  fore-
ground  would  be  lost.  The  Oxford
conference,    in    remembering    for
the future,  did so by forgetting the

present.
With  all that was good about the

conference, the charge that it failed
to achieve an unintended aim may,
on   the   face   of  it,   seem   absurd.
Surely  an  academic conference  has
a right to be just that? Is there not a
legitimate    task    that   borders    on
being  a  moral  imperative  to  make
certain  that  the  world  understands
and  never  forgets  the  events  and
ultimate  cost of the  Holocaust,  the
Shoah,  the  Churban  or  whaLtevel
title  is  chosen  for  the  period  be-
tween  1933  and  1945?

We are not, however, speaking of
the French Revolution or the Thirty
Years   War,   but   of   events   that
occurred within living memory. It is
precisely those who remember who
have  the  right  to  deny  the  usual
freedom  accorded  to  academics  in
their  discussion,  as  surely  as  they
have the right to protest against the
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way that their lives are used as grist
to  `publish  or  perish'  paper  mills.
The   way   seemingly   inexhaustible
funds  can  be  found  to  proliferate
Holocaust museums and study cen-
tres in a period when Jewish welfare
organisations, which are increasing-
ly  called  on  to  deal  with  the  dam-
aged lives of survivors, are working
on a hand to mouth basis,  is also a
matter for  the  most profound pro-
test.  It  is  clearly  not  an  either/or
matter.  Yet the Oxford conference
demonstrated the disparity between
the needs of posterity and the needs
of  the  present   when   it   allocated
only one of its  twenty three work-
shops   to:    `The   Survivors'    Chal-
lenges and Contributions'.

Even   that   one   session    which
seemed   to   focus   on   the   present
needs   of   survivors   was   painfully
inadequate.   There  were  the  blue
badge wearers - paper givers- red
badgers - chairpersons  and  special
guests - white  badgers - the  audi-
ence - and,  of course,  yellow bad-
gers - the Press - all crammed into a
small  room.  Red  badge  said  only
blue   badges   could   talk   to   each
other, `I'm only doing as I was told' ,
he  said.   The  revolt  of  the  white
badges  eventually  occurred  but  it
was  largely  a  dialogue  of the  deaf .
The  blue  badges  simply  defended
their    theses    against    all-comers.
Many of the  `whites'  turned out to
be  professional  survivors  publicis-
ing   a   particular   Holocaust   study
centre or a new technique for taking
testimony  from  surviving  witnesses
-  the   same   witnesses   who   were
squeezed out of any  of the  discus-
sion   and   literally   pushed   to   the
periphery  as  the  more  vociferous
pressed home their point. It was the
survivor equivalent of the  `does he
take  sugar?'  syndrome  played  out
over and over again.  Speakers who
insisted  endlessly  on  the  needs  of
survivors left no silence in which the
very  survivors  present  could  make
themselves    heard.    A    Holocaust
conference  is  clearly  no  place  for
amateur survivors.

Was  there  not  a  day set  aside  as
part   of   the   conference's   London
programme     in     which     survivors
could  meet  together  to  share  their
insights and concerns? Indeed there
was.  And  more  than  700  gathered
at  the  Sternberg  Centre  in  an  elo-
quent  expression  of  the  survivors'
need to share.  However, they were
not met  by  a  `listening  ear',  but by
eloquence.  Emil  Fackenheim,  Yaf-
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fa   Eilach,   Samuel   Pisar,   Simone
Weil   and   many   others,   all   quite
magnificent  in  their  own  ways  as
individuals, all unwittingly colluded
in  denying  time  for  less  articulate
survivors  to  speak,  however  halt-
ingly, of their own needs. When, at
last, there were the promised small
group  discussions,   the  time  avail-
able was indecently short and more
like  a  meaningless  gesture  than  a
genuine   attempt   to   commence   a
dialogue that could realistically be-
nefit the survivors. Sadly it was, for
the  many who  listened rather than
were listened to, another one of the
lost  opportunities  that  almost  con-
stitutes  a  definition  of  one  who  is
engaged in surviving survivial.

The Holocaust comprises an area
of study in which more and more is
being written :about less and less, an
area of endeavour in which  archiv-
ists are conscious that living witnes-
ses    are    an    endangered    species
whose  recollections   must   be  pre-
served  at  all  costs.  Yet  those  who
were  the  subject  of  the  traumatic
events are still  largely ignored,  not
as   survivors,   i.e.   objects,   but   as
men and women who survived. The
facts will still be there for academic
discussion  long  after the  last  survi-
vor is dead. The effects of trauma in
subsequent  generations  is  likely  to
be around well beyond the lifespan
of those who dedicate themselves to
the study of the Holocaust.

Lest   there   be   a   plea   for   the
utilitarian  value  of  Holocaust  stu-
dies,  let  us  all  not  forget  that  de-
cades  of work  were  unable  to  pre-
vent  an  American  President  from
honouring the SS dead in Bitburg's
cemetery    nor    was    Austria   per-
suaded  that  its  choice  of President
was an affiont to the living and the
dead.

Holocaust  conferences  will  con-
tinue because they are necessary to
confirm  and generate  knowledge -
Holocaust  literature  will  grow  not
simply because it represents a lucra-
tive category for publishers but be-
cause  it  often  represents  a  genuine
need  to  give  expression  to  untold
stories   or   repressed   emotions.    I
have  only  to  raise  my  eyes  to  my
book shelf to see my latest acquisi-
t;%FT§trsmutrnvgt::%igJ3e3:iisgz5iR8fyu8Zge

Josephs,   which   sensitively   chroni-
cles  the  experiences  of refugees  as
they   adapted   to   life   in   wartime
Britain,     meticulously     researched
and  footnoted  -  a  labour  of  love.

Ne;xt to it, The Holocaust -Who are
ffec  Gwz./fy?2 by  Cecil  Genese  which
represents what in the writing must
have been a catharsis and stands as
an   impassioned   plea   for   justice.
Both  need  no  apology  for  having
been  written.  There  should,  how-
ever,  be  a  tax  on  every  reader  of
Holocaust  literature,  every  partici-
pant in  a Holocaust conference,  to
contribute  to  the  quality  of  life  of
the   ever   diminishing   number   of
those    who     have     survived     the
traumas  of  the  Holocaust  and  are
still  surviving survival.

When  we  listen  to  survivors  in-
stead of speaking at them we learn
not  of  their  pathology  but  of  the
normality    of   their    response    to
abnormal  circumstances.  They  can
teach us so much, not simply about
surviving   but   about   living,   living
with the loneliness of being a survi-
vor.  They  teach  us,  too,  that one's
focus   on   the   Holocaust   must   be
wider than the past and the future.
`1  live  in  fear  that  my  nights  will

invade my days' was the declaration
of  one  survivor.  That  surely  con-
tains within it a moral imperative to
act, to provide the means by which
survivors   can  help   each  other  to
stop  being  survivors   and  become
people who fe¢vc survived.

Forty  years  on  it  is  time,  quite
literally,  to  balance  the  books,  not
by conferences but by providing the
physical  space  in  which  those  who
were damaged by the Holocaust can
meet  to  affirm  their  lives;  to  share
that which has helped them to cope
often with  the indifference  of their
co-religionists;  to  give  testimony  if
they wish for themselves; to partici-
pate in therapy where they deem it
necessary;   to  learn  how  to  get  a
good  discount.  It  is  time  for  those
for   whom   `remembering   for   the
future'  has  assumed  the  status  of a
commandment to honour their obli-
gations to the presentl

Rabbi Rodney Mariner is a# Az4sfra/I.czr!-born
graduate of Leo Baeck College.  He serves the
Belsize Square  Synagogue and recently  com-
pleted a sabbatical working as  a case worker
with the Jewish Welfare  Board.
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`LET YOURSELF
BE TAKEN

FOR A RIDE'

AF"ry;NI:X#r::xXS&£#
kind,  pleasant  lady  of  my  genera-
tion.  I  was  anxious  how  we'd  get
on, for we had to share an office.

We got on so well. I wondered if I
knew her and  sometimes I saw her
eyeing me over her typewriter.

Then one day,  I dictated my CV
• to her.  `1 was born in  the East End
of London'.  Suddenly we looked at
each other and knew. We'd last met
in   1936  when  we  lived  in   a  little
street behind London Hospital dur-
ing the depression. I went to school
with  her  little  sister  and  my  secre-
tary was  allowed to  bath  me  if she
was good.

In  1936  my  father became  a fac-
tory manager and we moved up into

a whole house several streets away.
We never saw each other again - till
now that is. We were overwhelmed
with memories but the 'phone rang
calling us back to work, for together
we   administered   a   small   office,
dealing       with       situations       that
shouldn't  happen  but  do  .  .  .  The
Christian lad who falls in love with
the Jewish girl next door,  a case of
goy meets girl and a religious mess.
Or  the  couple  who  divorced  after
their   children   left,   because   what
kept them together went with them.

The Bible relates  God's word to
priests  and prophets.  But what  are
his   commandments   to   secretaries
and    petty    bureaucrats    like    us?
These  are  His  words  to  my  secre-
tary and me:

`Thou shalt not keep people wait-

ing,  for  you  were  poor  and  knew
what waiting was  like.

`Thou  shalt  comfort  thy  clients

with cups of coffee because they're
God's people -not just problems.

`Thou   shalt   not   say   no,   when

thou    couldst    say    maybe;    even
though  "no"  means  the  end  of the
problem   for   thee,   and   ``maybe"
means much work.

`Thou  shalt  remember  that  the

problem of religious professionals is
Power.`Thou  shalt  on  occasion  let  thy-

self be taken for a ride but shouldst
not  become  a  doormat  -  because

doormats  don't  help  thee  or  any-
body else'.

Some   people,   of   course,   you
can't  help.  There  is  the  lady  who
said to her lawyer:

`There's  a  mystery  in  my  mar-

riage'.
`Oh,.
`A  man  rings  the  bell  and  says,

`Madam is your husband at home?'
`No', I say, `my husband's a hard

worker who's out from 8 to 6'.
He  pushes  me  into  the  doorway

and kisses  me.
`So'  said her lawyer.
`Well,  the  same  man  rings  next

week   and   asks,   `Madam   is   your
husband at home?'

`No',  I  say,   `1  already  told  you

he's a hard worker who is out from
8 to  6'.

He  pushes  me  into  the  doorway
and kisses me again.  I don't under-
stand it.

`What don't you understand?'

She  pursed  her  lips,  `What's  his
business with my husband?'

As Phyllis my shrewd secretary so
rightly   remarked,   `And   the   band
played   "Believe   it   if   you   like",
Lionel'..

Rabbi   Lionel   BIue,   oHc   o/  !fec   firs'f   two
graduates of Leo Baeck College, has recently
retired  from  the  post  of  Convenor  of  the
RSGB Beth Din and will now extend his work
in Jewish spirituality.

continued from page I

are  still  welcome  within  the  syna-
gogue  as  supporters  of their Jewish
partners   and   friends   of  the   com-
munity.    Where    they    themselves
have a strong faith, one would hope
that   the   Jew   in   the   relationship
reciprocates  to  the  full.

There  is  a  double  message;  the
two parts are  not contradictory but
ensuring   that   both   parts   of   the
message   are   heard   equally   is   no
easy task. Furthermore, many with-
in   the   Jewish   community   are   still
unhappy with the second part of the
message,   feeling   that   it   weakens
their   fundamental   opposition   and
finding  it  more  appropriate  to  ex-
pand  upon  the  difficulties  and  dan-
gers  of entering  into  a  mixed  rela-
tionship.   Ultimately,   the   response
is  a matter of outlook  and practical
judgment.

One   particular   problem    unites
virtually  every  rabbi  in  the  United

Kingdom.  Since  the  marriage  cere-
mony  in  Jewish   law  is  a  contract
between two Jews to set up a Jewish
home    and    since    rabbis    are    not
priests and have no special power of
blessing,  there  is  no  place  for  us  as
rabbis   and   leaders   of  the   Jewish
community at mixed marriage cere-
monies. This means that those of us
who wish to offer help and support
to    couples    entering   mixed    mar-
riages  have  nothing  to  offer  on  the
wedding  day  itself.  That  distancing
often  causes  much  pain  to  all  con-
cerned.   From   time   to   time,   the
ceremony   takes   place,    not   in    a
registry office but in a church under
the  auspices  of an  apparently  sym-
pathetic  and  understanding  clergy-
man.  In  a  time  of  improving  rela-
tionships  between  the  faiths  and  of
growing acceptance of religious plu-
ralism, this particular subject is one
which  demands  sensitive  discussion
between     religious     professionals,
since  what  may  seem   sympathetic

and  understanding  from  one  pers-
pective,  causes  even  deeper  prob-
lems from  another.

From   the  point  of  view   of  the
community,  intermarriage  threatens
survival     and    faith     transmission.
From   the   point   of   view   of   the
couple    concerned,    it    may    pose
other  problems  of how  to  live  and
respect  each  other's  faith;  of  how
and  where  to  marry;  of  the  status
and  upbringing  of children;  of cop-
ing  with  feelings  of  guilt  and   dis-
appointment  within  the  immediate
and  extended  family.   Indeed,   the
feelings  of  the  parents  of  children
marrying   out   may   represent   the
most  neglected  area of all.

That is why the Sternberg Centre
will  continue  to  work  in  this  area.
This   outreach    programme   is   in-
tended  as  a  realistic  response  to  an
inevitable  consequence  of  living  in
the modern world.  It  acknowledges
the   role  played  by  the   heart   and
seeks to move on  constructivelyl
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GHflmms  Hi-FI
The Specialist Hi-Fi Shop That Cares.

Many  members  of  our  community  know  about  Grahams   Hi-Fi   and  are  already
customers.  For those who do not know who we are or what we do, may we introduce
ourselves?

We  are  a  Specialist  Hi-Fi  shop,  located  between  The  Angel  and  Kings  Cross.    An
unusual location for an establishment like ours, you may well comment ...... well, we are
an unusual company;   our location provides the clue to how we operate;   we do not
have a High  Street frontage:   we do not rely on 'passing trade';   we cater for those
people who are interested in  music and who are prepared to spend the time finding
the best hi-fi system for themselves and their home at the sort of price they feel they
can  afford:   whether the wish  is to  update the  15 year-  old  system  or obtain  good
advice on completely new equipment with, for example, guidance on the introduction
of C.D. or other new technology.

Graham§ is a family business, founded in  1929;   over the years we have earned an
international  reputation for the quality of the goods we supply and the standards of
service and advice that we provide.  As a general rule we do not advertise:  we rely on
the recommendations of satisfied customers:   so the onus is fairly and squarely on us
to make sure that each customer is properly looked after.

Some people are scared of visiting specialist shops, thinking that we cater only for the
enthusiasts and fanatics: (we have our fair share of them, too;)  but our main business
is helping people who simply want to enjoy music in the comfort of their own  homes
and who are glad to use the option of our installation service.   While our expertise is
recognised by the agencies we hold for some of the finest equipment in the world, our
skills  also  lie  in  providing the  best  possible  sound within  a given  budget area.    Our
record-playing  systems  start  at  about  £4cO,  with  models  made  entirely  in  Britain.
(Many  people  think  the  Japanese  have  a  monopoly  on  the  manufacture  of  hi-fi;
actually, the British make among the finest in the world - and it's cost-effective.)

Grahams have three demonstration rooms where you can listen and choose;  we work
mainly by appointment, to save everybody time;   why not come in and have a listen?
You'll be welcome!

GHflmms  Hi-FI
Grahams  Hi-Fi  Ltd.   86-88  Pentonville  Boad    London  N19HS   Telephone:  01-837  4412
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WHY THEY FLOCK IN
TWICE A YEAR

Each Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur the regular band of synagogue
worshippers is swelled by  a cousi.derable number of `twice-a-year'  Jews.
Some resent their intrusion but most are ex;tremely relieved that they stil.I
turn up. MANNA decided to ask three such `occasional'  attenders why, if
regular worship  did so littl.e for them, they nevertheless still came to pray

and fast on these two da[ys of the year.

`BETTER  THAN     ::;ngi: E:#ayne faonrg::tcer:;ssi`nogT;

NOTH|NG'           :::;iec.b::rkeer;.imsi::::d I:rn  :a:

David Benedictus,  writer

IWAS NOT BROUGIIT UP IN
a  heavily  religious  household.
Living   in   the   country   during

and immediately after the war, tra-
vel    was    difficult.     But    holyday
attendance,  sporadic Friday nights,
which  we  all  enjoyed,  and  seders
did   duty   for   Jewish   observance.
When we did go to St. John's Wood
Road,   I   was   alienated   by   what
seemed to me the extreme old age
of  the  rabbis  and  the  readers  and
the abstract nature of the liturgy.

You  have  to  understand  that  I
was  also  being  exposed  to  chapel
attendance    at    prep    and    public
school  and  the  sentimental  attrac-
tions of conventional Anglicanism -
stained  glass,  familiar  hymns,  sur-
plices,  and plenty  of architecture -
which    created    a    spiritual    schi-
zophrenia.  Nonetheless  I  persisted
with  confirmation  classes  and  cor-
respondence  courses  though  never
managing to learn Hebrew, which I
much regret.

I married late and I married out.
To those who inquired I said that I
hoped my children would  have the
privilege  of choosing  their  religion
when   they   were   old   enough   to
choose.    My   wife   took   them   to
church  and  I  took  them  to  synago-
gue  and  they  were  bored  by  both.
They    enjoyed    and    enjoy    both
Christmas    and    Passover.    Friday
nights  are  still  celebrated  sporadi-
cally -the meal being followed by a
hired video - and I still hope that in
due   course   they   will   choose   and
choose freely.

I  still  attend  Rosfe  fJ¢sfecz#czfe  and
yo773   Kz.ppwr,   fasting   and   priding
myself on  it.  I  find these  occasions
important,  giving  formality  to  the

ULPS,  hoping  to  find  there  some
moral  absolutes.   But  nothing  has
yet come of it and I remain unsatis-
fied by the Gate of Repentance.

Typically the women's movement
has   achieved   more   than   all   the
committees,   requiring  what   seem
like   unimportant   changes,   except
that if you start fiddling with liturgy
it raises larger and larger questions.
I have toyed with alternatives, athe-
ism,   Buddhism,   the   paranormal,
Freudian  and  Jungian  secularism,
and from  each I  have taken  some-
thing which is useful.

But the best part of Judaism - the
part   which   emphasises   free   will,
argument,   independence   of  mind
and a healthy concentration on the
here and now still seems to me too
valuable  to  throw  away.   Nor  can
one, nor should one underestimate
the powerful racial undertow.

Half-hearted  and  apologetic  my
attendance   may   be   but   it   seems
better   than   nothing.   Nothing,   of
course,   remains   a   terrifying   and
courageous optionl

MISSING LINK
Ian Cave,  tax expert

Gh:e::Hxb:;::af::s;e:Tihpeoas;:E?#
pilgrimage to stow/. There is nothing
to  answer  this  lemming-like  inter-
ruption  of  the  calendar  other  than
`tradition' .

Once   there,   my  hours   are   not
devoted   to   spiritual   thoughts   but
more  to  the  speed  with  which  the
clock  hands  chase  themselves  until
that release when I thiiik  `that's my
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duty done for another year'.
So what is the magnetism that has

taken me to synagogue for each of
the past forty years? To meet peo-
ple I haven't seen for the past year
and  catch  up  on  their  news?  Not
even that can be the explanation for
this annual visit.

I should like to think that it is to
meditiate but I  like to think that I
do that the year round. The prayers
and  the  ritual  provide  me  with  no
inner  satisfaction,  no  solutions,  no
sudden blinding flash of inspiration,
in  fact  the  opposite  -  a  degree  of
irritation at the oft-repeated words,
the standing up and the sitting down
.   .   .   and  yet  there  is  satisfaction.
Maybe that is the answer - familiar-
ity with an off-repeated situation, a
phenomenon  not  exclusive  to  reli-
gion .  .  . But this cannot, realistical-
ly,  be  the  stimulus  for  the  annual
`trek' to synagogue.

A more honest though simplistic
answer to my quest for a purpose is
fear   and   superstition,   neither   of
which  reasons  I  like  to  admit  or
face.  Fear of what? What will hap-
pen if for one year I do not partici-
pate  in  this  significant  date  in  the
Jewish    calendar?    There    is    un-
doubtedly  a  fear  of  the  unknown
which  raises  all  those  fundamental
issues encapsulated in the questions
`why  are we  here?'  and  `where  are

we going?' Why Jewish?
I  feel  that  the  basic  tenets  and

general  principles  of Judaism,  and
indeed any religion, are submerged
beneath   the   trapping   and   ritual
which distinguish one religion from
another.  To  seek  answers  to  ques-
tions  which,  while  intriguing,   are
insoluble,  only  obscures  the  basic
tenets further.

Perhaps, if I accepted the urgings
of  men  -  and  one  in  particular  -
much  wiser than  me,  to  desist  my
questioning   and   accept   things   as
they   are,   then   I   might   find   an
answer   to   the   question   why   my
visits to the synagogue are more or
less restricted to this annual appear-
ance.

This  may indeed  be  the  solution
but  at  present  I  cannot  `1et  myself
80'.

Too many things are done in the
name   of  religion   that  I   find   un-
acceptable   and   which   undermine
my  wholehearted  and  unquestion-
ing acceptance.

Perhaps  I  do  see  things  in  black
and white while realising that there
are   shades   of   grey.    Maybe   my
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annual pilgrimage is a quest for that
link between extremes; a realisation
of those nuances  .  .  .

Whatever  it  is,   be  it  fear,   the
more comfortable excuse `tradition'
or  a  search  for  a  `missing  link',  I
have no doubt that as long as I am
able  I  shall  perpetuate  this  annual
experience....

IDENTITY
Patricia Newman,  Barrister

M¥    DISENCHANTMEr`IT
with     synagogues     started
when   I   was   about   eleven

years old.  Every Saturday morning
I would go off to the service at our
local Orthodox sfeztJ while my hard-
working  parents  had  to  go  off  to
work  in  the  family  retail  business,
where  Saturday  trading  was  essen-
tial for our modest livelihood.  And
every Saturday, or so it seemed, the
minister  would  condemn  from  the
bz.77.cz (platform) those who were not
in   synagogue   because   they   were
working.  Since  no-one  who  heard
him was  at work or vice versa,  the
logic  for  this  continual  theme  was
not apparent to me and it is possible
that I was the only one affected by
it.

I took it personally and would sit
squirming with shame on behalf of
my parents,  the  ones being got at.
And gradually into that shame crept
resentment. Why should I, an inno-
cent  child,  be  made  to  feel  like  a
criminal in the House of God? And
would   not   God,   if   He   existed,
understand how perfectly good peo-
ple   might   have   to   work   on   the
Sabbath?  And  would  God  want  a
child   to   be   made   uncomfortable
about   this   anyway?   Indeed,   reli-
gious education at school - I stayed
in for New Testament to see what it
was that I wasn't supposed to learn
about - with pictures of this kindly
man  suffering  the  little  children  to
come   unto   him   seemed   a   much
more   attractive  prospect   in   com-
parison.

I still went to synagogue because
my   parents   wanted   me   to,   my
friends were there and there would
be hell to pay in Hebrew classes the
next  day  if  I  didn't  but  the  syna-
gogue    lost    my   heart    and    soul.
Adulthood   brought   independence
and  I  lapsed  -  attending  only  on
Rosh Hashanah a,nd Yom Kippur.
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With  the  advent  of children  and
the  resulting  grandparental  press-
ures, I rejoined synagogues. Now I
went to Reform or Liberal congre-
gations  where  the   leaders   of  the
services  had  the  good  sense  to  use
themes  in  their  services  other than
the iniquities of the  Sabbath work-
ers,  enlivened on the  odd occasion
by the  adultery of the local  kosher
butcher. But, I must confess, I have
never   been   able   to   develop   any
great  personal   enthusiasm.   On   a
regular basis  I  do  not  find  services
inspiring.  My  particular  friends  do
not attend my local synagogue con-
gregation,   so   there   is   no   social
incentive.

And  Friday nights  and  Saturday
mornings  are  such  precious  havens
of non-activity  after the  stresses  of
the working week.

As  for  God,   if  He  is  there,   I
cannot find Him there. Intellectual-
ly  I   doubt.   Emotionally   I   swing,
from  biting  moments  of  crisis  and
desperate    prayer,     with    fervent
thankfulness   and  promises   of  re-
commitment,  to  stunned  rejection
in   the   wake   of  horrors   befallen.
Faith is neither steady nor strong.

So why, poor thing that I am, am
I found there year in,  year out,  on
Rosh Hashanah aind Yom Kippur?

I   have   pondered   the   question
since my brother-in-law posed it.  Is
it  a  kind  of superstitious  insurance
policy? Do I want to wipe the slate
clean,  to  ask forgiveness if there  is
Someone  of  whom  to  ask  it?  To
ensure my place in the Book of Life
if such exists?

Perhaps a little of this but it's not
the   main   reason,   because   this   I
could do on my own.

The  main  reason  is  simple.   It's
just this -because I am a Jew. This
poses no problem. I am, therefore I
am.    And,    to   plagiarise   another
quotation,   no   Jew   is   an   island.
Being a Jew, like it or not, is being
part of a people, a tribe, a family. I
cannot deny the stirring of identifi-
cation   when   I   recognise   another
Jew, from a shambling old man on a
New  York  subway  to  the  witness
who  covers  his  head  when  taking
the oath in court. And the commit-
ment, that is inherent, is my identi-
ty.

So,  however  much  I  recoil  from
religious  practice,  there  is,  on  the
occas;ions  Of   Rosh   Hashanah   aLnd
yon Kz.ppz{r, with their special au-
ra,  a  compulsion  to  go  to  synago-
gue, to stand among my fellow-Jews
and silently proclaim, `Count me in,
I belong'|

The London Museum of Jewish Lite
was founded as the Miiseum of the
Jewish East End in 1983, and is
dedicated to the rescue and

preservation of the s'ocial and cultural
history of London's Jewish
community.
The Museum's 'Friends' provide
support for the Museum and members
receive a quarterty newsletter.
invitations to exhibition previews. and
information on all the Museum's

activities.

For further information please contact:
The Curator
The London Museum of Jewish Life
The Stemberg Centre
80 East End Road
London N3 2SY
Tel: 01 -346 2288 or 01 -349 1143
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SHE DID IT HER WAY

IOPENED   THE   DOOR  TO
her room and walked quietly in.
She  was  sitting  in   the  wheel-

chair.  Her  shrivelled  veined  hands
were  in  her  lap.  She  did  not  look
up.  I|er head drooped and she was
hunched  over.  As  I  came  closer,  I
noticed  that  her  eyes  were  closed,
her  face  white  and  wrinkled  with
the    spittle    drooling   out    of   her
mouth. I could do nothing. I heaved
a sigh, smoothed her grey head and
walked out.

As  I  left  the  room,  I  thought  to
myself,  `Ah,  what  has  become  of
my  Aunt   Gertrude!'  As   a  young
child   I   loved   listening   in   on   the
intimate  conversations  my  mother
had with her sisters. My head would
turn  from  one  speaker  to  another.
They  ignored  my  watching  and  lis-
tening to them since they thought I
was  too  young  to  understand.  My
Aunt  Gertrude's  story  stayed  with
me  always.

She came to this country in  1909.
I  remember  her  as  a  tall,   stately
woman   with   a   coronet   of   black
braid   around   her   head.   She   ran
from  her  little  town  in  Russia  that
offered   her   nothing   but   misery,
deprivation    and    pogroms.    More
and  more  people  were  leaving  the
small  towns  for  the  United  States
and Canada, some to Palestine and
others   to  England   and  Australia.
The thought of staying in  her town
filled her with  dread.

She  married  the  first  man  who
offered her protection and a future
with  a home  and  family.

`We  are  both   lonely.   We   need

each  other.   We  will  be  good  for
each  other',  he  said.  Nothing  was
said of love  or passion.
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Pearl E.  Manne
The fact that Jesse was her cousin

helped to  make  her feel protected.
He  was  a  thin  and  dark  complex-
ioned   man   whose   wife   had   died
during  an  epidemic.

When they arrived in New York,
their     relatives,     who     sponsored
them, settled them into a five room
apartment on the Lower East Side.
Jesse got a job peddling old clothes.
He  would  leave  early  in  the morn-
ing and come home late at night. In
five  years  they  became  parents  of
three dark-haired  little boys.

Gertrude worked hard during the
day doing the  laundry  and  cooking
for  the  boarders  who  lived  in  the
apartment. When Jesse came home
at  night  he  was  too  tired  to  discuss
his  work  or  his  business  ventures.
He was a quiet introverted man and
it  was  very  difficult  to  get  him  to
talk   about   anything.   During   the
rare hours  they were  together they
spoke only of household matters.

After  a  time,  she  and  Jesse  sel-
dom slept together as man and wife
but their marriage was harmonious.

Soon    the    children    were    old
enough  to  go  to  school  and  then
Gertrude  decided  to  attend  school
at the Settlement House around the
corner  from  her  house.  She  would
take   turns   baby-sitting   with   her
neighbour.  The  courses  were  very
stimulating. Not only did they teach
English  to  enable  the  students  to
pass  the  Citizenship Test  but there
were lectures on education,  health,
politics and how to go about achiev-
ing important welfare gains for the
community.

It opened a whole new world for
her.   After  the  classes,  the  people
would  get  together  at  a  little  res-
taurant   for   coffee   and   cake   and
continue     the     discussions.     Very
often  she  found  herself  talking  to
Joseph,   the  man  who   usually  sat
next  to  her.  Soon  he  was  walking
her home or paying for her coffee at
the  restaurant.  He  was  not  a  very
handsome man.  He was short,  had
a shock of red hair but walked with
a strong  gait.  She  watched  how  he
was    always    taking    such    lengthy
notes  at  the  lectures.  She  was  fas-
cinated   by  his   astuteness   and   in-
terest in  people.

After   the    lecture    season    was
over,  the  group  was  so  stimulated
that they  decided  to  continue  their
discussion    group    on    their    own.
They  would  meet  in  each  other's
homes. Jesse was seldom present at
these  meetings  but  Gertrude  con-
tinued to  go.

One day when Joseph walked her
home,   they   passed   his   boarding
house.  Their  eyes  met,  he  pressed
her hand and together they walked
into  the  doorway  of his  house  and
up  the  stairway  to  his  room.   She
followed  him.

Her  body  ached  with  desire  and
they made  love.

She saw Joseph  every day.
Relationships     at     home     were

changing too.  One of the boarders,
finally had saved  enough money to
bring   his   family   to   America.   He
found an apartment and moved out.
Joseph  left  his boarding  house  and
moved in and became a member of
the  family.  Gertrude  gave  birth  to
two  baby  girls  during  those  years

condnued on page 20
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HOW MUM AND DAD GAVE
ME PORTABLE ROOTS

Matt Crispie

18

(continued from MANNA 21 )

H
ITLER NIGHT HAVE BEEN
too  far  from   Athens   but  his
armies   marched   there   within

twenty   days   or   so.   It   was   April
forty-one. There was nobody on the
streets, we were all listening to our
radios.                             `ACHTUNG !
ACHTUNG!'   they   roared.    `The
German troops  come  as  friends  to
Greece.  We  were  forced  here  by
the   errors   of  judgment   of   your
Government,  who  sided  with  the
British colonialists  .  .  .'

We switched off. `They are here',
sighed my mother and went to  the
kitchen  to  cook  our  midday  meal.
Dad opened his Bible and I read my
anthology   of   erotic   poems.    We
avoided  looking  at  each  other,  let
alone speaking of the situation.

As she crossed the road I saw
an  invitation  in  her  eyes.  A
promise.  A calling  .  .  .

I   looked   back  -  she   had
disappeared.
At  three  in  the  afternoon  there

was  a loud knocking at our door -
and all the three of us jumped up in
terror.   ¢Shema   Yisrael,'   said   my
mother.   `They  found  us  at  once!'
We could see the shadows of three
men    through    the    frosted   glass.
There  was  a  long  silence  and  the
knock was repeated -louder.

`Who is it?'  I asked with shaking

voice.     `Achtung!    Achtung!'    the
three men said and burst into laugh-
ter.

They were Yannis, Demetris and
Jason,   three   schoolmates.    `What
d'you   want',   I   asked.   `1   am   not
going  out  today'.   `Kommandatur!
It's an order. You are under arrest',
said Yannis.  `Come  out  at  once  or
1'11  use  force!'

At   the   corner   two   girls   were
waiting for us:  Lena, Jason's sister,
and  Niki,  Yannis's  girlfriend.  Yan-
nis  said  the  Germans  had  arrived

and were  deployed in  Constitution
Square.  `It is an opportunity to see
them,   like  first  day  stamps'.   The
girls  walked  slowly  in  front  of  us,
talking incessantly.  From Theseion
to Constitution Square the distance
was  no  more  than  five  kilometres.
We could do it in less than an hour,
said Demetris,  if the girls were not
with us.

`We  can  hear  you',   said  Lena.
`You'd better shut up', said Niki.  `1

bet I can run faster than all of you'.
`Save your money', said Jason, who

was the fastest runner in the neigh-
bourhood.

It was April.  Spring in Athens is
short-lived, but unmistakable. I felt
an  invisible  boot  pressing  on   my
chest.   Imagine!   the   Germans   in
Athens!  We  were  only  sixteen,  so
we  could  still  be  surprised.  As  we
turned the corner, we saw the swas-
tika  flying  proudly  on  the  highest
point of the Acropolis. `Can you see
that?'  `An  insult!  The  pigs!'  `They
did not conquer the Acropolis, after
all.  How  on  earth  could  they  con-
quer it? No one can'.`What have the Germans against

you?' Demetris ttii+fi8dto me. I was
in  no  mood  to`discuss  anything,  I
shrugged  my  shoulders.   `You  pay
for your crimes',  said Niki.

`Jews   are   not   criminals',    said

Yannis.   `They  are  mentally  back-
ward.  They  defy  modern  thought
and science'.

Yannis was a communist.  `When
we  come  to  power  all  these  dated
obsessions  -  countries,  religions  -
will  be  eliminated.  I  am  sure  you
will  feel  happier.   You  will  forget
your   Jewishness,   your   problems,
everything'.

`Is  it  that  easy,  Yannis?'  asked

Jason.  `Can we say that you and me
and       Mattathias       will       cleanse
ourselves of all our experiences and
prejudices  - just  because  someone

in  power  calls  himself  a  commun-
ist?'

`You are a bunch of reactionaries

and   today   you   earned   what   you
were looking for:  your swastika'.

We    had    reached    Constitution
Square  and  saw  a  dozen  German
motorcyclists    standing    by    their
BMW's, solos and sidecars, looking
around   like   somnambulists.   They
carried    only    pistols,    no    other
weapons.     Their    uniforms    were
green-grey.   We   thought   that   all
soldiers on earth wore yellow-khaki
uniforms.   Yannis  was  particularly
disturbed,   for   he   had   prepared
some   posters   depicting   the   Ger-
mans   as   monsters   in   yellow  uni-
forms.  `1'11  have  to  throw  away  all
my posters', he was moaning.

We  joined  a  handful  of civilians
who were standing around a Greek-
speaking German motorcyclist. `My
father  taught   Greek   literature   at
university',  he said.  `All of us grew
up with  a profound  admiration for
Hellenic  culture  and  love  for  Hel-
las.     German    education    is    still
dominated by the good old Hellenic
principles'.

We  left.  Goebbels'  propaganda.
Centuries of cultural Hellenic domi-
nance   were   wiped   away   by   the
raised  hand  of Hitler.  Fifty  metres
further on was the memorial to the
Unknown  Soldier.  It  was  guarded
by  Greek  soldiers  in  their  traditio-
nal   Evzones   uniforms.    A   small
crowd  of  about  two  hundred  men
and women of all ages was gathered
around  them  and  applauded  from
time  to  time.   `Defeated,   but  not
disgraced!  Cheer up!' we shouted.

The way back was a silent walk of
uneasy     premonitions.      Suddenly
Niki said that she liked the Greek-
speaking German soldier.  `His blue
eyes, my God -a dream'. `Women',
said  Yannis.   `Betrayal  is  in   their
blood'.  `Is it?'  asked Niki and gave
him  a  quick  kiss.   Otherwise,   our
trek  back  to  Theseion  was  slow.
From  time  to  time  Demetris  was
humming a tune.

Before splitting up, Yannis had a
private word with me.`My parents told me that if you .  .

.  ever  .  .  .  have any problems,  you
can  always  stay  with  us  for  a  few
days'.

During the first months of occu-
pation,   many  of  our  schoolmates
died  of hunger.  First,  we saw  their
facial bones grotesquely protruding
-  and  then  we  attended  their  fun-
erals.  It  was  a  time  of  panic  and
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readjustment.
At the same time oppression and

insecurity  were  creeping  inside  us.
Oppression   is   usually   an   elusive
feeling.  It  has  a  cumulative  effect
and is reinforced by indirect threats
and  occasionally  imagined,  though
possible,    moves.    Sometimes    the
days were bright.  We could see no
clouds  in  the  sky  and  no  Germans
on  the  earth  -  yet  their  ominous
presence was always there.  If some
future historians wish to serve revi-
sionist gods - not so unprecedented
in  their  profession  -  they  will  say
that it was all in the mind.

When   Italy   fell,   the   Germans
took over and ordered the Jews to
sign  on  twice  a  week  in  Khal,  but
my  father  sensed  the  risk  and  we
went  on  hiding.  Mum,  dad  and  I
met later in Poppy's house and lived
there  for six  months  or  so.  Poppy
was  a  mature  single  woman  who
had lost her mother in  an  accident
and  had  ever  since   adopted   Mrs
Annetta  as  mother.  She  owned  a
two-storey house  and lived by her-
self  on  the  first  floor.  The  ground
floor  was  let,  free  of charge,  to  a
poor  elderly  couple  with  two  mar-
ried daughters and a son - all older
than  me.  The  son,  Yannis,  was  a
leftist,  Poppy  was  right  wing,  and
they quarrelled every night for ab-
out half an hour over the merits and
demerits of communism. Then Pop-
py, satisfied by her own arguments,
would give him money to buy baby
food   for   his   sister's   daughter   -
whose father was in prison. She was
a charitable woman with  a heart of
pure  gold.  During  the  day,  when
she   was   at   her   office,   we   were
visited  by  Ellie  and  Nina,  two  sis-
ters, who brought us bread, lentils,
peas  and  meat  -  and  freshly  fried
potatoes in genuine olive oil,  espe-
cially  for  me.  Once  a  week  Poppy
invited   two   Russian   couples   for
poker.  The  men  were  self-effacing
but the women had personalities of
their own. I knew that one of them
was a Russian princess but I did not
know    which.    Katia    was    good-
mannered,  spoke  broken  but  cor-
rect   Greek   and   had   left   Russia
because   she   could   not   stand   the
communists.    Her   table    manners
were  impeccable.  0lga  was  not  so
eager to impress us. Her Greek was
just   passable   and   she   remained
aloof  and  silent.  `My  country',  she
said  once,  `is  suffering  because  of
those   German   pigs,   my   place   is
there not here.  As soon  as the war
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is over 1'11 return to Russia - Stalin
or no Stalin'.

`1'11   never   return   there   to   live

under   communist   rule',   retorted
Katia.  Katia used to be a chamber-
maid in a rich household.  0lga was
the real princess.

My problem was that I could not
stay at home during the day. Some-
times I went to see Vasoula, some-
times  my  old  schoolmates  -  Jason
and Yannis.

In the end, it seems that someone
recognized   and   followed   me.   So
one   morning,   I  woke   up   with   a
pistol in my face.  I raised my eyes.
There were three men led by P#mp-
kz.#,  as we called him, who attended
the same gymnasium as me, though
he was one or two years older.

`Get  up  at  once  and  give  us  all

your gold possessions!'`Gold     possessions,      Pumpkin?

What are you talking about?'
They forced dad and mum to get

up  and  took  all  three  of  us  with
them. `Let Mattathias go!' my mum
was  pleading  with  them.   `Let  my
boy live!'  pleaded my dad.

`If  you  have  any  small  personal

items  that  you  want  to  keep  with
you -you may take them'.

Mum  and  dad were  too  upset  at
our  fate  to  think  of personal  items
but  I  took  with  me  dad's  Bible.  I
still  display it in  my bookcase - an
old,   tattered   book,   with   lots   of
loose  pages,   some  filled  with   his
own clear handwriting.

All  six  of  us  walked  slowly  to-
wards   the   stadium.   Suddenly   we
were  ordered  to  stop  at  a  corner.
Pumpkin  and one of the men  took
my father aside and told him some-
thing.  My father started crying like
a baby and protesting `No.  Not my
son.  Better  take  me'.  He  punched
Pumpkin  in   the  face  but  he  was
given  a  bloody  nose  by  his  mate.
Then  the  two  men  left,  taking  dad
with  them.   Mum  and  I  remained
with  Zahos,  the  third  man.  Zahos
was hopping up and down.  I said to
mum `keep on speaking to him,  1'11
try to  catch  the  tram'.  Mum  called
to him and started saying:

`Look, Zahos, my husband and I

are very old. My son is ill, he cannot
even walk'.

She promised that if we were set
free,  she would do her best to give
him  gold  and  kitchen  utensils.  The
tram  appeared,  moving  slowly  up-
hill.   I   walked   on   tip-toe   looking
back - Zahos was  too  busy  talking
to mum -and then I ran to catch it.

I just managed to jump on, when I
was confronted by an angry conduc-
tor.

`Are  you  blind?   Can't  you  see

anything?  It's  a  Wehrmacht  tram.
W e  h  r in  a  c  h  t!'  he  spelled  out
with  awe.  `It  is  a  special  vehicle  in
the  service  of  the  German  troops.
They'll kill both of us -meaning the
driver  and  himself -  if they  find  a
civilian  on  it.  Unless  you  are  Ger-
man  .   .  .  '

`Jcfe  bz.#  ez.#  .   .   .   civilian,'  I  told

him.  `From a province'.
`Which    province?'     he     asked.

`Peloponnese?'  `No,  Volos'.  `Jump

off, Volos, before the next stop, or
else 1'11  call the  Kommandatur'.

Mercifully,    the    driver    slowed
down and I jumped off. I had won a
vital  three  hundred  metres,  but  I
was  shaking.  I  crossed the  big iron
gates  to  the  National  Garden  and
began   running.   Suddenly   I   came
face to face with an old schoolmate.
`Why  are  you  running?   Are   you

being chased?'
`No,   no   -   just   lost   a   screw'.

`Typical, typical', he said. I went on

running  like  mad.   When   panting
slowed me down,  I started walking
in  to  Byron,  a  neighbourhood  on
the  outskirts  of  Athens.  I  had  to
warn  my  sister  Eva,  in  case  mum
and  dad  were  tortured.   I  arrived
there  exhausted  late  in  the  after-
noon. They gave me a coffee to pick
me up and then Eva began lament-
ing the fate of our parents.

Thankfully,    the    following    day
mum  arrived,  on  foot,  and  a  day
later   dad   appeared   at   the   door,
badly  beaten  and  shaking.   In  the
house where Eva was hiding, there
was  room  for  one  of us  only.  Dad
had  to  stay there,  for he could not
move.  Mum  and I  had to  cross the
dreaded  streets  of  central  Athens
again  -  and  she  was  too  weak  to
walk   such   a   long   distance.   So   I
borrowed a wheelbarrow and I car-
ried her slowly to  the  other end  of
the  city,  inching  our  way  through
Germans and Pumpkins.

1'11 never forget what I saw on her
face, when I stopped for a moment
to  have  a  breather.  She  was  grate-
ful, for having a son who carried her
around -and very, very sadl

Mzitt Crispie was born in Greece in  1924 and
lived  through  the  bitter  experiences  of  Ger-
man  occupation.  He  was  a  well-known  au-
thor,  playwright  and  translator  in  post-war
Athens before coming to Britain in 1964.  His
p/ay,   Meanwhile  Back  in  Sparta  rcz#  !.r!  /fee
West  End  in  1970.
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continued from page  17
and as they grew up, it was obvious
that  they  were  Joseph's  little  girls;
with red hair and turned up noses.

Jesse found Gertrude and Joseph
making love. What could he do? By
now  he  loved  his  wife  and  would
rather have her and the family this
way  than  not  at  all.  He  could  not
condemn  her.  They had  not prom-
ised each other anything.

Gertrude told him,  `Things don't
have   to   change.   We   can   still   be
married  and  remain  a  family.  No-
body  needs  to  know.  The  children
will have your name and you are the
father' .

The  years  went  by,  the  children
grew  into  teenagers  -  the  neigh-
bours gossiped - the relatives  mut-
tered.

Gertrude  told  Joseph,  `1  think  it
is  time  that  you  should  marry  and
set up  your own  home.  It is  better
for  the  children.  They  are  starting
to  ask  questions'.

Joseph was introduced to a young
woman  -  Eva.  The  relatives  were
very   pleased   and   agreed   that   it
would  do  Joseph  good  to  be  mar-
ried  as  soon  as  possible.  Gertrude
gave the couple every chance to be
alone  for  a  while  in  order  to  talk
and decide for themselves.

Joseph   and   Eva   were   married
and moved into a small apartment a
few   blocks   away.   Several   weeks
later,  Gertrude  started  coming  by
the  house  to  find  out  how  things
were getting  along.

`Eva  dear,  I  just  came  by  to  tell

you  that  when  you  wash  Joseph's
shirts,  don't  put  any  starch  in.  He
doesn't  like starch  in  his shirts'.

`Eva  dear,  I just  came  by  to  tell

you.that Joseph  doesn't  like  chick-
en,  he prefers brisket of beef'.

`Eva  dear,  so  where  did  you  go

last  night?  I  came  by  and  nobody
was home'.

The      marriage      lasted      three
months.    Joseph    moved   back   to
Gertrude's   house.   Gertrude   and
Jesse  occupied  their  bedroom  and
Joseph went back to his sofa bed in
the foyer. Joseph died when he was
75. Jesse and Gertrude were moved
into a nursing home when they were
in their 80's.  Jesse passed away last
week.   Gertrude   is   sitting   in   the
wheel-chair.

PeiITI E. Mzi"e is a retired schoolteacher who
lives   in  Cranbury,   New  Jersey.   She  writes
articles  and transcribes  books  for  the  Jewish
Braille  Institute in New York.
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TRUTH AND
TRAGEDY
Stuart Blanch

Stuart Blanch reflects on his encoun-
ters   with   the   Jewish   people   and
comme#fs o# The Blue Guide to the
Here and Hereafter by Lz.o#e/ B/I/c
and  Jonathan  Magonet,  published
by Collins,  London,1988 at £10.95.

EARL[ER THIS  YEAR WrE
moved house - as a friend of
mine  said   `a  kind   of  judg-

ment  day'.  Amongst  other  things,
this  required  a  drastic  reorganisa-
tion  of  my  books,  which  had  not
been  disturbed  for  several  years.  I
was  surprised  to  find  what  a  high
proportion  of my books  were  con-
cerned    with    Judaism    and    with
Jewish-Christian     relationships.     I
was  surprised  because  my  interest
in  these  matters  is  of  quite  recent
Origin.

I passed through  theological  col-
lege  as  a  mature  student  after. the
end  of  World  War  11   and  subse-
quently taught theology for several
years  without  seriously  addressing
myself  to  the  issues  raised  by  the
long and continuing history of Juda-
ism.  I was aware of and devoted to
the  Jewish   scriptures   and  I   even
managed  to  read  most  of  the  Old
Testament  during  my  six  years  in
the  RAF.  But such  knowledge as  I
had was firmly in the context of my
life  and  belief  as  a  Christian  and
was   coloured   by   that   limitation.
What changed my perspective was a
series  of  visits  to  Israel,  some  for
study purposes, some on ecclesiasti-
cal errands and, most memorably of
all,  a  holiday  on  Kibbutz  Degania
A.

Israel,  the  people  and  their  his-
tory,  became  meaningful  to  me  on
its  own  account,  as  a  phenomenon
intimately     connected     with     the
Christian   Church   but   stubbornly
distinct,  existing in  its  own  right  as
the   people   of   God   and   vividly
aware of its own  destiny.

But  there  were  other  occasions
which made me aware of the Jewish
connection   -   meetings   with   the
Rainbow Interfaith  Group in Jeru-

salem, acquaintanceship with a suc-
cession   of  Israeli   ambassadors   to
Britain and the first ever internatio-
nal  conference  between  Jews  and
members of the Anglican Commun-
ion,   jointly  chaired  by  the   Chief
Rabbi   and   myself .   Thus   in   the
course of time I have become aware
of many  aspects  of Jewish  life  and
faith    and    number    many    Jews
amongst   my   friends.   There   are,
however, four aspects of Jewish life
which I particularly value.

I recall one magic summer even-
ing   in   Mea   Shearim,   the   ultra-
Orthodox  quarter  of Jerusalem.  It
was   the   Sabbath    eve,    and   the
women and children paraded in the
streets  in  all  their  finery whilst  the
men,   dressed   in   accordance   with
their  ethnic origins -fur  coats,  for
example,  at  temperatures  of 80°  in
the shade - made  their way  to  the
synagogue.  When the services were
over, they rejoined their families in
the  street  and went home.  Lighted

candles  flickered  in  the  windows,
and  the  Sabbath  meal  began.  All
creation  was  hushed  and  the  noise
of traffic ceased whilst the  story of
Israel's  history  was  rehearsed  and
the   mighty   deeds   of   Abraham,
Moses,   David   and  many  another
hero of the faith were recalled.  But
all this was not in a sacred building
designed for that purpose but in the
home.  I  could  not  but  compare  it
favourably  with  the  powerful  insti-
tutional element which has come to
dominate Christian worship. Martin
Luther's avowed object to take reli-
gion  out of the cloister and plant it
in   the   home   is   far   from   being
achieved     in     the     contemporary
Church.

The second  aspect  of Judaism  to
which  I  owe  much  is  its  conviction
about the significance of history. As
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long as I can remember I have been
haunted by the thought that history,
public and personal, might prove to
be meaningless - `a tale told by an
idiot, full of sound and fury, signify-
ing   nothing'.   Henry   Ford   put   it
more succinctly -`history is  bunk',
he   said.   He   could   be   right,   of
course.  As  anyone  who  reads  the
sad tale of humanity down the ages,
with its story of the rise  and fall of
civilisations,   the  pursuit  of  power
with no clear idea how to use it, the
resort to arms on some trivial cause
which  results  in  millions  of  dead,
and millions more maimed in mind
and  body,  must  admit.  We  hardly
need  illustrations   of  this   kind  of
madness.  But  then  what  is  one  to
make of the history of the `average
man'?   For   many   such,   life   is   a
disaster or, even worse, just a bore.
The  Jews  have  been  as  aware  as
anyone of the perplexities of human
existence. They have cause to be in
the light of what has befallen them.
Job's  nightmare  experience  is  typi-
cal of many another in the history of
nations  and  individuals.  But  Juda-
ism  at  its  best  has  always  insisted
that  history  does  have  a  meaning
and their historians bear witness to
it  as  they  struggled  to  understand
what happened to their nation.  De-
spite   everything   that   seemed   to
deny it, they held fast to their belief
in  the  loving  providence  of  God.
The   God   of   Israel   created   the
world,  ruled  over  the  nations  and
would  bring  the  whole  sorry  busi-
ness   to   a   triumphant   end,   when
God would be all in all.  In the light
of that glowing faith even the most
abject  sufferings  could  be  seen  to
have  some  meaning  in  God's  plan
for  mankind.   I  can  live  with  that
view of history. Indeed I cannot live
without   it   and   I   am   grateful   to
Judaism  for  preserving  and  trans-
mitting to the Christian Church that
mighty truth.

Such   a  view   of  history  is   only
possible on the basis of a particular
view   of   God.   The   God   of   the
Hebrew  is  essentially  the  God  of
righteousness   who   expresses   that
righteousness   in   terms   of   Torczfe,
i.e.  Law and Teaching, to which he
calls  men  everywhere  to  subscribe.
In  a world dominated,  so  it seems,
by a kind of moral relativism this is
an important insight and to the Jews
and  the  rest  of  us,  an  unwelcome
insight.  Would we not prefer to do
as we wish,  to  react to  every situa-
tion  in  terms of what would be the
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most    comfortable    or    the    most
appealing  or  the  most  profitable?
But  that  road  of self-indulgence  is
the way that leads to social chaos on
the one hand and personal disinteg-
ration   on   the   other.   In   a   world
always   teetering   on   the   edge   of
disaster,   Judaism   stands   by   the
truth  that  there  are  absolute  stan-
dards  of conduct which  have  been
revealed and claim the allegiance of
all  mankind,  not  just  of  those  to
whom  they  were  initially  revealed.
The  prophet  Elijah  who  turned  in
anger on the king who had dared to
steal   Naboth's   vineyard,   was   not
just  expressing  a  personal  distaste
for such an action or even appealing
to the good order of society. He was
expressing  his  abhorrence  of  a  sin
which   flew   in   the   face   of  God's
unchanging  law  -  thou   shalt   not
covet,   thou   shalt   not   bear   false
witness, thou shalt not commit mur-
der,  thou shalt not steal.  The grue-
some  fate  which  overtook  Jezebel
signified that she had fallen foul  of
the God of righteousness whose law
reigns   eternal   in   the   heavens.    I
rejoice  with  my  Jewish  friends  in
knowing  that  God's  righteousness
`stands  like  the  strong  mountains

and his judgments are like the great
deep'.

But   for   me   perhaps   the   most
impressive   aspect   of  Judaism   has
been its unflinching witness to God
under   the   most   adverse   circum-
stances  it  is  possible  to  imagine  -
slavery  in  Egypt,  a  precarious  na-
tional   life   in   the   promised   land,
painful  submission  to  a  succession
of ruthless empires, the fall of Jeru-
salem  and  humiliating  exile  by  the
waters  of  Babylon.  They  could  be
excused for hanging up their harps.
How   could   they   sing   the   Lord's
song in a strange land?  And all this
was  only  a  preliminary  to  the  dis-
persion  of  the  people  throughout
the ancient world, life in the ghetto,
confinement  within   the  Pale,   and
the  crowning  horror  of  the  Holo-
caust.

`Even the ranks of Tuscany could

scarce   forbear   to   cheer'   at   such
endurance   in   grief,   such   lustrous
fidelity   to   God,   such   powers   of
survival.  Of course,  such  a  history
leaves  its  scars -the  exclusiveness,
the   deviousness,   the   xenophobia,
and the chronic divisiveness which a
certain  kind  of  isolation  breeds  in
any  community  turned  in  upon  it-
self.    But    still    the    seat    remains
vacant  for  Elijah,  the  watcher  still

waits  at  the  door  and  the  martyrs
still  cry  `how  long,  0  Lord,  how
long?'  Meanwhile,  Israel still  bears
unique witness to the God of Abra-
ham, Isaac and Jacob, the one and
only God who presides in glory over
His  creation,   choosing  whom  He
will to be His witnesses.

Such  a history and  the guardian-
ship  of such  mighty  truths  as  have
been  entrusted to  Israel  could well
have induced in Judaism an impos-
ing solemnity,  an aggravated pious-
ness. But it has proved not to be so,
as I know in my own experience and
find  in  the  recent  book  by  Lionel
Blue  and Jonathan  Magonet called
Here  and  Hereafter. It is a serious
but also  a highly amusing book,  an
excellent  anthology  of Jewish  writ-
ing,  representing  the  kind  of irony
and  humour  which  I  have  always
enjoyed   in   my   dealings   with   the
Jewish people.

It was one of our misfortunes that
my    wife    and    I    usually    found
ourselves   trying   to   celebrate   our
wedding    anniversary    during    the
summer  meetings   of  the   General
Synod in London. Our options were
severely  restricted  by  the  fact  that
synod business was often unpredict-
able  and  could  run  over  into  the
evening. But one evening proved to
be  free  and  we  hurried  off  to  the
theatre to see `Fiddler on the Roof'.
It  was  playing  to  full  houses  and
there  was  little  chance  of  finding
seats so we took our place more in
faith than in expectation at the end
of  the  queue  for  returned  tickets.
When  we  reached  the  box  office
there were only two tickets left, one
in  the  stalls  and  one  in  the  gallery.
Gallantry forbids me to say where I
sat for the evening. So we spent our
anniversary     divided     horizontally
and  vertically  by  row  upon  row  of
seats  and  had  to  be  content  with
meeting during the intervals.  But it
was one of the best wedding celeb-
rations we ever had, revelling in the
poignancy  and  the  rich  humour  of
the  production.  At  the  end  of  the
evening  we  felt  we  knew  `who  we
were  and  what  God  wanted  us  to
do'. For me it epitomised the best in
Jewish life and attitudes and I felt at
one with them.

Lord F[lz\nch was born in 1918 and served as a
navigator  in  the  RAF.  He  read  Theology  at
Oxford  and  held  various   posts   within  the
Church     of     England     before     becoming
Archbishop  of York  in  1975.  On  his  retire-
nent in 1983  he was created a life peer.  Lord
Blanch  is  a  member  of  the   Manor  House
Dialogue  Group.
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WORK TOGETHER
THE  WAY TO  BULLDOZE  BARRIERS

Julia Neuberger

On 12th November 1988 Rabbi Julia Neuberger gave the fourth Desmond
Tutu Peace Lecture at the University of witwatersrand. Rabbi Neuberger
describes the dramatic circumstances under which the lecture was  given
and then goes on to furnish us with a substantial extract from the lecture

itself.

IT  WAS  THE  GREATHST  hon-
our  I  have  ever  received  to  be
asked to give the Desmond Tutu

Peace  lecture.  I  always  feel  rather
nervous when I go to  South Africa
and,   although   I   receive   a   warm
welcome  from  my  friends,  it  is  an
extraordinary feature of that society
that I am thought by many to be a
radical  left-winger  and  communist!
Given my very moderate, middle of
She road political views - did I hear
`wimpish'? -it is hard to reposition
oneself on the far left.  It is surpris-
ing, therefore,  that there should be
some in our own Progressive congre-
gations  in  South  Africa who  would
rather  I  did  not  preach,  lest  I say
something dangerous and radical. It
is shocking to hear that some Jews
want to play no part at all in fighting
against apartheid even when all they
are  asked  to  do  is  easy,  moderate
and legal.

It  is  sad  to  see  that  the  three
groups   of   `Jews   for   Justice',   or`Jews for Social Justice' are finding
it hard to get others from the Jewish
community  to  join  them  in  their
valiant efforts. They are immensely
impressive people but they get pre-
cious   little   support   in   person   or
financial. It is worrying to find that
the  World  Conference  on  Religion
and Peace, South African Chapter,
under  whose  auspices  the  lecture
took place, are regarded as so dan-
gerous by the majority of the Jewish
population  that  they  will  have  no-
thing to do with them.  Indeed, one
of the  clues  to  the  structure  of the
whole society is that the divisions are
not  only  between  black  and  white,
black and coloured, black and Indi-
an   but  between   white   and   white
because   they   belong   to   different
churches, or to church and synago-
gue,  between  white  and  white  be-
cause  they  speak  English  or  Afri-

kaans  and  between  white  Jew  and
white   Jew   because   they   vote   for
different  parties.  It  is  a  deeply  di-
vided  society  and  one  of  the  few
signs   of   hope   is   the   burgeoning
interfaith movement. Yet it will take
a  long  time  before  that  in  itself is
seen as  anything  other  than  deeply
threatening,  because through inter-
faith meetings, people meet not only
individuals of other faiths but also of
other colours.

Part of the reason for that is the
terror campaign waged by the right
wing   against   any   such   venture.
Whilst I  was  there,  the  hall  where
my  lecture  was  to  have  been  deli-
vered was fire bombed in the early
hours  of the  morning.  We  did' not
hear it on South African news but it
was broadcast on the World Service
and  on  Radio  4  ]unchtime  news,
picked up by the British embassy in
Pretoria.  In  fact,  it  was  broadcast
eventually  on  SABC  radio  at  eight
pin.   The   lecture   was   said   to   be
cancelled,  at  the  very  time  I  was
giving it  and  the  following  day  the
papers  reported  that  it  was  post-
poned  and  that  I  would  probably
have to return to the UK before it
could be given!

The  bomb  was  clearly  aimed  at
Archbishop Tutu rather than at me
but   it   was   neat   in   managing   to
destroy the National Union of South
African  Students'  offices  as well as
disturb  the  lecture.  To  their  great
credit,  the  Vice-Chancellor and  his
staff  at  Witwatersrand  University
provided  another  lecture  hall.  The
atmosphere  was,   however,  one  of
anger and outrage. I had never been
at anything  like  it in  my  life  but  I
was thrilled to be part of it, touched
by  my  reception,  honoured  by  the
response  of  Leah  Tutu,  Desmond
Tutu's wife, and glad above all that
some of us can share,  in a peaceful
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way,   in   the   struggle   against   the
appalling   injustices   of  the   South
African regime.
¢ C   No lecture which is named the
Desmond Tutu Peace lecture could
possibly begin without a tribute to a
man   who,   through   his   far-seeing
and compassionate response  to  the
situation within  his  own country of
South Africa, has earned the admir-
ation   of   the   world.   He   is   now
Archbishop,  at the highest rank in
his own Church, the Anglican Com-
munion.  Yet  his  influence  extends
far beyond  that  one  section  of the
Christian   world,   indeed,   beyond
the Christian world altogether, into
the  interfaith  world,  which  partly
explains  my  presence  here  today.
For  Archbishop  Tutu  has  always
recognised  the  existence  of  other
religious traditions which  also  seek
after justice and peace  and I come
here  today to  speak very personal-
ly,  yet  out  of the Jewish  tradition,
the  first Jew,  the  first  woman  and
the  first non-South  African  to  give
this lecture  .  .  .

. . . Yet what I want to talk about
might  at first  seem  so  domestic  to
the English scenc>, so parochial, that
it  has  little  relevance  to  the  situa-
tion  in  this  country.  It  is  about  a
hospice,  a place  and  a  concept for
the  care  of  those  who  are  dying,
which is a new departure in the field
of interfaith work. It is an interfaith
hospice.

The  majority  of the  early hospi-
ces were profoundly Christian. That
is   no   insult,   believe   me.   But   it
meant  that  there  were  those  pa-
tients,  Jews  and Muslims primarily
but increasingly  Sikhs  and  Hindus,
who   found   their   physical   needs
cared  for with  an  unimagined  ten-
derness   but   their   spiritual   needs
neglected,  through  no  ill  will,  but
through ignorance, or poor contacts
beyond  the  Christian  community.
There  was,  too,  the  gradual  estab-
lishment     of    non-denominational
hospices,   normally  under  our  na-
tional    health    service,    where   no
account  was  taken  of  the  religious
views   of   the   patients   and   their
families.  Once again,  this proved a
problem  -  for  believing  Christians
as  much  as  for  believing  Muslims,
Hindus and Sikhs. Their needs were
n`ot, after all, being met in full. The
hospice  philosophy  of  care  of  the
whole person was not being carried
out in full. There were gaps, painful
gaps, which showed a lack of under-
standing  of  the  vyay  in  which  reli-
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gious  and  cultural  patterns  are  of
crucial - and  I  use  the  word  advi-
sedly - importance in  this sensitive
area  of  care.   And  gradually  indi-
viduals started saying, as they lay in
their beds at some of the hospices,
that   perhaps   this   was   not   quite
right,  that the  crosses on  the  walls
were  disturbing  them,  or they  had
ignored,   unwillingly,   a   festival   -
Beds , for inst2Inc,e , or Chanukkah -
or no provision had been made for
privacy for prayers for a Muslim or
a Buddhist, or no arrangements had
been  made  for  a  Hindu  to  wash
before he said his prayers.

Minor  things,  most  of these,  yet
illustrative   of   an   attitude   rather
than  an unwillingness to help.  Two
things were displayed by this - one
was  an  appalling  ignorance  of  the
beliefs  and  customs  of other  faiths
and the other was a failure to realise
that  spiritual  care,  in  a  multi-faith,
multi-cultural society,  requires that
knowledge,     that     understanding,
and  requires  making  provision  for
other  ways  and  other  customs.   It
was  a  wholly  undeliberate  atmos-
phere  of religious  imperialism  that
had  led  to  this  situation,  and  the
response, by people of all faiths and
particularly by those who were run-
ning  the  old  Christian  hospices,  to
the  need  for  a  different  pattern  of
practice has been phenomenal.

And so.we have started an inter-
faith  hospice.   As  yet  we  have  no
building, though we have a site. But
we   have   been   providing   care   at
home   for   over   four   years   now,
taking  into  account  the  beliefs  and
practices of patients whose cultural
habits  and  whose  beliefs  are  often
very  different  from  our  own.  For
our staff and volunteers, it has been
a broadening and  enriching experi-
ence.  For  our  patients  it  has  been
the  provision  of comfort  and  relief
without   the   sense   that   they   are
being expected to conform to some-
one else's pattern.  But the real test
will  come  when   we   have  our  in-
patient  unit  built,  when  people  of
all faiths and none, plus their fami-
lies  and  friends,  will  be  under  one
roof ,    learning    to    live    and    die
together  and  learning,  in  the  pro-
cess,   so   very   much   about   them-
selves.

What  then  are  these  differences
of  attitude,   of  practice,  which  so
distinguish   one   group   of   people
from another? This  lecture is given
under  the  auspices   of  the  World
Conference for Religion and Peace,
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South African Chapter.  What does
that organisation do that could not
be done by each religion separately
and alone? What it does is to unite
us.  It  unites  us  not  in  shared  reli-
gious  beliefs  and  practices,  though
some of them are common to us all
or  common  to  two  or  three  faiths
amongst  us.  It  unites  us  in  saying
that  there   are   unifying  principles
which  link  all  the  major  religions
with one another, in their search for
justice and peace, and that by work-
ing together and living together and
learning   together   we   may   come
nearer a time when it will be possi-
ble for those things that divide us to
be  recognised  only  as   differences
but as no cause for war, or hatred or
prejudice.   This   is   the   grand   and
visionary  aim  of  the  world  confer-
ence.  The hospice,  the tiny domes-
tic hospice  in  one  quarter  of Lon-
don, is a microcosm of that.  It is an
attempt  to  work  together  and  to
learn  and  teach  from  that  experi-
ence.   Some   of   the   leaning   and
teaching   is   banal   -   though   in   a
South  African  setting  it  may  seem
less  so,  since  prejudices  and  mis-
conceptions  about  other  faiths  and
cultures   abound   in   the   apartheid
system. Let me give you an English
example. Many Hindus like to have
Ganges water at their bedside,  and
Hindu families, if a body cannot be
flown to Varanasi for cremation by
burning   on   a   gfo¢f ,   like   to   have
Ganges water there  for the  crema-
tion.  At first nurses  did not under-
stand   the   religious   and   spiritual
significance  of  the  presence  of  the
Ganges water.  They tried to  throw
it  away.  The  family  of the  patient
objected.  Then  they  were  embar-
rassed,  and,  all  too  familiar  in  an
embarrassment       situation,        the
nurses  laughed. .How  quaint,  how
bizarre, how picturesque this funny
little habit was.  Yet by their attitu-
de they caused deep offence and by
their ignorance they portrayed pre-
cisely   that   religious   and   cultural
imperialism  which  causes  so  many
of the world's problems. This is not
quite an example of the `1 am right
and   therefore   you   must   be   botb
wrong    and    inferior'     school    of
thought, but it is a close relation to
it.  By that attitude the Hindu prac-
tice and belief was derided as quaint
and    picturesque,     something     to
know  about  maybe,  something  to
see   elegantly   displayed   in   period
dress   in   a   Merchant   Ivory   film
perhaps,  but not a serious religious

practice  of people  living  and  dying
in our midst in  London, in the  late
1980's,    or    in    South    Africa,    or
America, or where you will.

Imagine   then   the   problems   of
comprehension  when  we  deal  with
an  area  so  close  to  the  heart  of
medical and nursing thinking as that
of hygiene.  Nurses and doctors  are
convinced  that  they  know  what  is
hygienic   and   what   is   not,   when
baths  need  to  be  given  and  when
they   do   not.   This   is   despite   the
evidence that suggests that the pla-
ces  most filled  with  bacteria  are  in
fact  hospitals  themselves,  and  Ire-
quent outbreaks of food-poisoning,
in  some  cases  fatal,  occur  in  long-
stay hospitals in Europe.  Neverthe-
less, the issue of hygiene is felt to be
one   where   we   must   bow   to   the
superior   knowledge   of   scientists.
Yet  in   fact  many  of  the  world's
great    religions     have    views     on
hygiene which cut across all of that,
and which, combined with views on
modesty,  make  it  extremely  diffi-
cult   for   western-style   nurses   and
medical   practitioners   to   carry   on
with  their  work.   Yet  there   is  no
evidence to suggest that the hygiene
rules  of the  great  religions  are  any
less  successful  in  the  prevention  of
infection  than those of the  average
hospital,  quite  apart  from  the  fact
that there are alternative attitides to
care and medicine itself, such as the
Hindu 4yztrvcczz.c  school  of medici-
ne,  which  cut  across  `normal  prac-
tice'. Where does the knowledge of
many alternative therapies now fre-
quently  used  in  pain  relief  derive
from  but  the  practices  of acupunc-
ture   from   the   Chinese   Buddhists
and  Confucians,  and  the  herbalism
of  Hinduism  and  Sikhism.  Instead
of our attitude that `we know best',
there  is  a  role  for  acknowledging
our   debts   to   other   cultures   and
faiths, and respecting the views and
wishes  of those within  them  .  .  .

.  .  .  How then  does this translate
into a South African setting, where
the   divisions   are   less   of   religion
than of colour, less of cultural back-
ground than  of unequal  opportuni-
ties   in   life?   Curiously,   the   same
applies.  Along  with  the  campaigns
for justice and peace, along with the
political and religious messages sent
to  the  rulers  and  governors  of  the
land, there is another task -that of
overcoming   barriers   which    have
grown up as a result of the political
system  of  apartheid  imposed  upon

continued on next page
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the  people.  There  the  effects  are
just the same as if the major divides
were religious - the effects  are the
display    of    lack    of    knowledge,
understanding  and  tolerance  born
not   of  ill   will   but   sheer,   simple
ignorance.  And that ignorance  can
be   redressed   and   the   embaITass-
ment engendered by it helped by a
joint project, or as much of a joint
project as is possible in the present
climate,   where   people   will   learn
about   each   other   and   begin   to
understand,  where  they  will  share
the best of life's joys and the worst
of life's griefs.  Without it it is hard
to   see   how   the   barriers   can   be
overcome,  for  s6  divided  a  society
gives   few   opportunities    to    gain
understanding  of  how  others  live
and die. Yet with a shared project,
whatever it may be, the journey of
interfaith  work  will  be  away  from
simply talking about our differences
and towards  the  exerices  of study,
learning,  sharing  and  doing.  Then
the awareness will come, if you will
forgive  a  quotation  from  a  tenth-
century Jewish source, that `It mat-
ters not whether a person be Jew or
Gentile,  male  or  female,  free  per-
son or slave,  it is all according to  a
person's deeds that the Holy Spirit
rests  upon  aL  maLn.   (Seder  Eliyahu
Rczbbczfo    10).   Take   that   principle
and  extend  it  to  black  and  white,
brown   and   yellow,   Muslim   and
Sikh, Hindu and Buddhist,  and we
have the beginnings of a recipe for
overcoming barriers  if we  are only
allowed to do so.

But   there    are   forces    arrayed
again.st  us.  They  are  the  forces  of
government,  who  wish  to  keep  all
people separate and in their proper
places,  knowing  their places.  Here
is  a  prime  example   of  that,   but
there are others. There are also the
religious      fundamentalists,      who
argue  that  their  view  is  the  only
view, their path the only path, their
faith  the  best  faith,  who  seek  to
convert rather than  to  collaborate,
who have no desire for understand-
ing   and   shared   experiences   but
merely want us  all  to  be  the  same,
as  otherwise  we  cannot  be  part  of
the  full  human  race.  We  see  them
amongst   Christians   in   the   deep
south of the United States as well as
here    in    the    Dutch    Reformed
Church. We see them in Iran as well
as  in  Iraq,  we  see  them  in  Meir
Kahane's Kach party in Israel -and
we   see   them   increasingly   on   the

continued on page 31
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SAVE OUR PLANET
Hillel Avidan

WHEN  I  WAS  GROWING
up     during     the     Second
World       War       everyone

around   me    avoided   unnecessary
wastage.   We  were  careful  to  use
sparingly  and  not  to  discard  any-
thing   of   worth.   Toothpaste   and
toilet   paper   were   carefully   mea-
sured,  clothing  and  footwear  end-
lessly   repaired   and   gardens   em-
ployed  for  growing  vegetables  and
raising hens.

Once   the   war   and   subsequent
austerity were over attitudes began
to  relax  and  a  greater  availability
and variety of consumer goods was
matched  by  an  increasingly  profli-
gate  approach  to  the  earth's  man-
ifold riches.  Western  affluence  has
bred indifference towards the enor-
mous  strains  placed  by  consumer
societies upon delicate environmen-
tal balances.

Without increased sensitivity and
awareness  on  the  part  of  ordinary
men and women, the juggernaut of
technological  progress  will  rush  on
unchecked,  eventually  dragging  us
all into the abyss of global annihila-
tion.

As  Jews  we  can  do  worse  than
look to our own tradition for ecolo-
gical guidance because  it has  much
to  say  about  human  responsibility
for  the  maintenance  of this  planet
and   it   points   to   measures   which
could  yet  stem  the  rising  tide  of
environmental destruction.

`God took Man and placed him in

a  garden   .   .   .   to  work  it  and  to
preserve it'.

This  verse  from  Genesis  chapter
2 expresses  the view that man  may
work   the    earth    and   extract   its
wealth providing that he also guards
and conserves it.

`The  earth  is  the  Lord's  and  the

fullness  thereof ;  the  world  and  all
who dwell  within  it'.

In these words from Psalm 24 we
are reminded of who is boss.  God is
`Master of the Universe' and man is
His  servant  or,  at  most,  His  stew-
ard.   Proper   conservation   of   the
earth's   precious   resources   should
follow naturally upon acceptance of
God as master and man  as servant
but where man dethrones God and
sets   himself   up   as   the   absolute
ruler, chaos is bound to follow. We
cannot    force    theocentricity,    the
idea that  God  rules,  upon  a reluc-
tant public but there is some  com-
fort   in   the   knowledge   that   even
where  anthropocentricity,   the  no-
tion   that   man   is   master,   reigns
supreme, self-interest can eventual-
ly  force  the  abandonment  of  des-
tructive   habits   in   favour   of  con-
structive  modes  of behaviour.  It  is
in  the interests  of everyone  who  is
sane, whether theist or humanist, to
work  for  a  world  that  is  safer  and
more   pleasant   than   the   one   we
currently inhabit. So much for a!ggcz-
dczfe    -    homily    -    and    now    to
halachah, the pTactiee.

Jewish  environmental  legislation
rests, in the main, upon a principle
extracted from Deuteronomy chap-
ter   20,   verses   19-20:   `When   you
besiege  a  city   .   .   .   you  shall  not
destroy  its  trees  .  .   .  you  may  eat
from them not destroy them  .  .  .'

From    this    specific    prohibition
were  drawn  many  others  which  in
sum  total  serve  to  prevent wanton
destruction of anything which might
be useful to humanity. If something
ceases to be of value or becomes  a
serious  threat  to  humanity  then  its
destruction,  or  replacement  is  per-
mitted.  In  assessing  the  usefulness
or  value  of something  we  must  be
guided by long-term  considerations
of effect upon the environment for
we know today that assaults against
nature ultimately threaten the qual-
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ity of human life.
A contemporary Jewish fea/czcfeczfe

on  ecology  must  prohibit  all  acts
likely to damage or further damage
our planet.  This  would  involve  the
avoidance of such economic policies
as  result in  beef and  butter noun-
tains in Europe together with fain-
ine   and   hunger   in   Africa.   This
would  involve   restrictions   on   im-
ports   of   exotic   hardwoods   from
threatened    rain    forests    together
with action to prevent the degrada-
tion  or  destruction  of  the  indige-
nous peoples, animals and plants of
those forests.  We have to be aware
that the irresponsible destruction of
billions  of trees  has  contributed  to
dangerously  high  levels  of  C02  in
our  atmosphere,   the  `greenhouse'
effect.

Before settling on specific ways in
which  we  can  all  help  to  save  our
planet,  let  us  look  a  little  closer  at
the     concept     of     an     ecological
halachah.

The   word   `fecz/czcfoczfe'   is   used   in
rabbinic   literature   to   denote   the
whole  or  any  part  of  Jewish  law.
H¢/¢cfeczfe     is     drawn     from     such
sources   as   Pentateuch   (The   Five
Books of Moses),  T¢/;7i#d and  Re-
sponsa, the latter consisting of hun-
dreds of thousands of written rabbi-
nic  answers  to  specific  legal  ques-
tions  submitted  over  the  past  1500
years  since  the  completion  of  the
Talmud. Halachah evotwes. ENen in
Orthodox         Judaism         fe¢/czch¢fe
changes,  though  by  non-Orthodox
standards  the  rate  of  such  change
may seem imperceptible.  In itemis-
ing   an   ecological   fro/ocfe¢fe   I   take
the legal principle of Bcz/ rczsfechz.I -
`you shall not destroy' - as found in

Deuteronomy   chapter   20,   verses
19-20  and  further  extended  in  rfl/-
77tztdz.c    and    Responsa     literature,
and  apply  it  to  the  contemporary
Scene.

With regard to ecological respon-
sibility there is almost no end to the
measures  which  might  be  taken  to
protect  the   environment  -  all   of
them subsumed under 8¢/ rczsfocfezt.
Clearly   any   useful   list   has   to   be
selective.   The  priorities  of  today,
such as dealing with acid rain, toxic
waste disposal and North Sea pollu-
tion,  may  not  be  those  of  tomor-
row. So a list of ecological do's and
don'ts  requires  updating from  time
to  time.  Here  is  my  check  list  for
today to help you play your part in
saving our planet:
A„ To save the air:
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1.  Avoid   using   aerosol   cans   con-
taining               chlorofluoro-carbons
(CFC's)   because,   when   released,
these consume the ozone layer sur-
rounding  the  earth  thus  admitting
harmful  ultra-violet  rays  from  the
Sun.
2.  Avoid any leaded petrol because
the exhaust fumes from leaded pet-
rol can cause brain damage to those
who inhale them.  Children are par-
ticularly  at risk.  Many cars will  run
on lead-free petrol without the need
for an engine adjustment; where an
adjustment is necessary,  it is cheap
and easy to  effect.
3.  Avoid      using      toxic      cleaning
agents.  This  also  applies  to  8  and
C.
4.  Petition for more effective emis-
sion controls in British factories and
power  stations  in  order  to  reduce
the incidence of acid rain in Britain
and  North-West  Europe.  This  also
applies to  D.
8. To save the soil:
1.  Avoid  using  chemical  fertilisers,
pesticides and herbicides in gardens
and petition for a ban  on  their use
in public parks and on farmland.  In
this  way  soil  exhaustion,  the  con-
tamination   of   primary   foodstuffs
and  the  destruction   of  vital  food
chains  in  nature will  all  be  avoided
or at least reduced.
2.  Have  compost  heaps  in  gardens
utilising them both for the  disposal
of  organic  waste  -  vegetable  peel-
ings,   discarded  woollen   or  cotton
clothing - and  for the  provision  of
organic fertiliser.
3.  Use  organically  grown  produce
in order to reduce the consumption
of toxins as well as to encourage the
spread of organic farming.
C. To save water:
1.  Petition      for     more      effective
effluent controls in British factories
and  power  stations   thus   reducing
pollution   levels   in   rivers,   ponds,
lakes  and seas.  This  also  applies  to
E.
2.  During  times  of  water  shortage
act  responsibly  in  accordance  with
instructions  issued  by  water  board
authorities.
D. To save  trees:
1.  Take used newspapers and other
paper  and  cardboard   to   recycling
depots.
2.  Use     recycled     stationery     and
other paper.
3.  Buy items with as little packaging
as possible.
4.  Avoid the use of expensive hard-
woods   obtained   from   threatened

rain  forests.  This  also  applies  to  A
and E.
5.  Support   afforestation   projects,
especially    of   indigenous    species,
wherever  native  forests  are  at  risk
or   where   barren   landscapes   will
truly  benefit  from  the  introduction
of trees.  This  also  applies  to  A,  8
and  C.
6.  Plant  saplings  each  year,  or pay
for their planting,  on  rz{ Bz.sfecvcz/ -
15th   of   Sfect;¢f,   the   Jewish   New
Year  for  trees  -  both  here  and  in
Israel.  This also applies to A,  8,  C
and E.
E. To save animals:
1.  Question    the    extent    and    the
manner  in  which  animals  are  used
and   destroyed   in   scientific   labor-
atories.
2.  Avoid  the  purchase  of imported
animals,   birds  or  reptiles   as  pets
because  many  of  these  species  are
now endangered and a high percen-
tage  die in  transit from  their coun-
tries of origin.
3.  Avoid   the   purchase   of   animal
furs.
4.  Avoid  the  purchase  of  ivory  or
whale oil  products.
5.  Purchase  free-range  eggs  rather
than battery eggs.
6.  Consider  vegetarianism  as  a  vi-
able life style or at least reduce  the
consumption  of animal  flesh.
F. To  save  other resources:
1.  Properly    insulate    houses    and
plumbing to reduce heat loss.
2.  Walk   or  bike  in  preference  to
using a car.
3.  Use public transport rather than
private cars.
4.  Take  bottles  and  jars  to  bottle
banks.
5.As    cans    are     generally    non-
recyclable, try to refrain from using
them.
6.  Purchase  better  quality products
which  last  longer.

If     enough     people     observed
enough of these suggested measures
the tide of destruction might well be
turned  and  a brighter future would
be  assured for all.  Concern  for the
environment  was  evident  in  Juda-
ism from the outset so it is entirely
appropriate  for  Jewry  to  immerse
itself  in   the   struggle   to   halt   and
reverse  these  modes  of  behaviour
which  threaten   the  future  of  our
planetl
Rabbi  Hillel  Avidan  wog  born  I.H  Lo#doH  z.#
1933.  He  has  lived and studied in Israel and
served a number of Progressive  communities
in  _Britain.  He  is  presently   rabbi  of  Baling.
Liberal  and  West  Central   Liberal  Synago-
gues.
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VVOMEN
IN OUR SYNAGOGUES

Wendy Lobatto

`The feelings about men,  God and power are very  deeply

rooted -the issue of women in Judaism is all very unsettling
and dangerous because it is overturning the normal order of
ffez.#gr''.  Rabbi Barbara Borts

D
OES THIS EXPLAIN WHY,
in  the  so-called post-feminist,
post-liberationist  eighties,  the

representation    of   women    in    all
areas of Progressive Judaism is still
considerably less than 50 per cent?

In RSGB  there are eight women
chairpersons    out    of   38    congre-
gations,  and in ULPS,  seven out of
25.  Only  nine  women  rabbis  have
graduated from the Leo Baeck col-
lege.

For a Movement which is suppo-
sedly dedicated to the total equality
of   women   with   men,   something
seems to have gone slightly awry .  .  .

Rabbi  Alexandra  Wright  of  the
Liberal   Jewish    Synagogue,    said:
`On  balance  people  have  not  been

obstructive  to  me  because  I  am  a
woman and I have come across less
sexism than I expected'.

Although there  does  seem  to  be
some sexism on an individual level,
the women I spoke to were general-
ly   surprised   by   how   little    they
found.   Eva  Mitchell,  ex-chairman
of RSGB  council,  tells  of her  first
synagogue  council  meeting  in  the
fifties,    when    the    chairman    was
heard  to  comment:  `Oh  good,  we
have  a  lady  to  pour  the  tea!'  In
general,   she   did   not   feel   at   all
patronised.`Once  you  show  willing  without

aggression  there  are  so  many  jobs
to   do   in   all   these   communities.
There is a dearth of voluntary work-

ers - not to  use the  talent which  is
available would be stupid', she said.
`A  lot  of  women  are  still  running

households   and   looking   after  the
children.  The  other  thing  that  has
held  women  back  is  that  the  men
have been jealous'.

She   recommends   `courses   and
training    facilities'    to    encourage
women  to  participate  in  leadership
roles.

Rose      Segal,       current      vice-
chairperson    of   ULPS,    and    co-
chairperson  of the  biennial  confer-
ence  committee  said:  `There  is  no
bias  against  you because  you  are  a
Woman.

`1  think  it's  because  the  women

themselves don't want to or are not
pushy  enough  to  get  the  positions.
It's  mainly  women's  fault  -  they
would not  dream  of taking up  any
position of authority.`It's  probably a personality thing
- either they are afraid of being at
the  helm,  or  they  are  afraid  that
being at the helm will interfere with
what they want to do personally, or
with interests they have outside the
synagogue.

`People  know what  they want to
do, and they don't want the respon-
sibility   and   chore   of   leadership.
They  don't  want  to  give  up  their
time.  What  one  needs  to  do  is  to
encourage  them  to  take  on  leader-
ship roles. We want to redirect their
interests'.

There  are  very  few  women  in-
volved in the financial side of syna-
gogue life - the ULPS has only one
woman  treasurer,  at  Woodford.  `1
don't think it's a conscious bar -it's
a   throwback   in   that   women   are
allowing   men   to   handle   finance,
most   of   them   say   they   are   not
interested. What is important is the
suitability of the person for the job'.

Although  women  who  have  al-
ways   been   at   home   need   to   be
brought out, `progress is very much
up  to   the  women   themselves,   to
bring  themselves  up  to  the  front.
The opportunities are there if peo-
ple will avail themselves, there is no
area   which   is   a   closed   shop   to
women,.

Is  it  a  problem  that  women  are
currently,     under-represented?     `1
don't  think  it  matters',  Rose  said.
`It's  not  something we  should  take

steps to remedy'.
Both Eva and Rose see women's

groups as important instruments for
the  progress  of  women.  The  Net-
work of Women (NOW) has recent-
ly replaced the ULPS Federation of
Women,  with  an  image  that  is  a
`little less parochial'  than its prede-

cessor.  `As a group together we can
be a powerful voice', said chairman
Frances Sacker.

She  said  she  gets  an  `enormous
amount of flak, especially on ULPS
council',    where    the    men    imply
THEIR   women   wouldn't  want   a
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ULPS is further along the road than
society,  there  are  huge  numbers  of
men   who   are   still   influenced   by
their  conditioning,  and  it  is  up  to
the  women - they  have  to  be  pre-
pared  to  take  on  positions  of  re-
sponsibility'.

According   to   Eva,   it   was   the
women's   guilds   that   brought   the
women  into  the  synagogue  in  the
first  place,  whereupon  they  could
jump  off into  the  mGJc'e  of  leader-
ship   roles   in   the   community   at
large.

`When we started, we didn't want

to  be  just  a  knitting  bee  -  there
were  also  the  women  who  wanted
to  look  after  some  of  the  pastoral
needs  of  the  congregation.   Every
year   we   held   a   Women's   Guild
Week,   to   point   out   that   women
have  equal  rights  with  men  in  Re-
form Judaism. The aim of the week
was to encourage women to partici-
pate  in  services,  because  in  those
days, and maybe these days as well,
women  are  brainwashed  to  think:
we  do participate because we wash
and  launder  the  robes  of  the  rab-
bis' .

Rabbi  Barbara  Borts,  who  was,
until   a   recent   change   of   career
direction, rabbi at Bushey and Rad-
lett  Reform  for  four  years  -  `they

picked  me  because  they  liked  me
despite  themselves'  -  has  been  in
the frontline of the equality issue.

`I'm  not  convinced  by  the  com-

mitment of the leadership to equal-
ity - the  comnlitment is  surface  or
convenient',  she said.

Both  Rabbis  Borts  and  Wright
agree  the   Liberal   Movement   has
been less effective than the Reform
in encouraging women rabbis.  `The
one  Movement  that  allows  women
to count in a mz.ny¢# does not count
mz.#);c#',   said   Rabbi   Borts.   `The
leadership  of  the  RSGB  has  done
more  work  in  paving  the  way  for
women    rabbis,    perhaps    because
they  have  got women  like  Barbara
who  have  done  a  lot  of pioneering
work',  said Rabbi Wright.

`There  are  undoubtedly  congre-

gations,  both  Liberal  and  Reform,
who have put their foot down,  and
don't want women - generally pro-
vincial  communities'.

Every  student  at  the  Leo  Baeck
College  has  to  serve  one  year  in  a
ULPS congregation and one year in
RSGB.   Students   are   assigned   by
the  Student  Services  Committee  to
each congregation.

`There  are very delicate  negotia-

tions  to  make  sure  that  "undesir-
ables"  who  may  be  women,  didn't

go  to  a  congregation  that  couldn't
handle a woman'.

`The  College  isn't  and  shouldn't

be   in   the   business   of   upsetting
congregations,   which   can   happen
very easily.  But if the leadership of
the   Movement   is   committed,   in
principle,  to  having woman  rabbis,
then  if  a  congregation  says  "sorry,
we don't want Miss/Mrs so-and-so",
the College ought to be  able to say
"right,   you   don't   get   a  student".

Actually we know life is more prag-
matic' .

Rabbi Wright considers there has
been   a   recommitment   to   women
rabbis  -  `there  was  a  wedding  of
non-members at LJS, who said they
didn't   want   a   woman.    My   col-
leagues  David  Goldberg  and  John
Rayner weren't available, and with-
out   consulting   me,    they   got   in
somebody,  a retired rabbi.  When I
found  out  I  hit  th`e  roof,  and  what
followed  was  a  process  of  educa-
tion, which means now the synago-
gue  is  ``trained"  to  say  ``well,   I'm
sorry, it's either Rabbi Wright or no
one„.

She   would   like   the   support   of
male  colleagues,  which  she  already
has  `by  and  large',  and  the  leader-
ship  of the  Movement.  `People  are
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happy to pay lip-service to the idea
of   women    rabbis,    but    actually
there's  still  a  vast  programme  of
education to be done'.

Amanda      Golby,      the      latest
woman to be ordained,  is  about to
storm   one   of   those   bastions   of
provincial   conservatism   at   South-
port.`It was alright for me because my

predecessors have done most of the
hard work'.

Southport had an EGM to discuss
the whole issue of women rabbis - `1
honestly  don't  think  that  without
my  student  assignment  I  would  be
going back there as rabbi'.

She thinks the problem of place-
ment of rabbis by the Student Servi-
ces  committee  should resolve  itself
by the increasing number of women
going  into  the  rabbinate.  `Congre-
gations who have been reluctant to
have women will be forced to.

`Although  amazing  strides  have

taken place in the last 20 years,  in
some   ways   the   progress   of   lay
women  has  been  slower.  Some  of
the  prejudice  comes  from  women
within  the  community  rather  than
from men - the result of an under-
standable fear.

`Most  Jewish  men   are  bczrmz.fz-

vczfe.  For women who have not had
that   experience,   taking   a   service
can be a very frightening thing. One
encounters   hostility   from   certain
women  who  perhaps  feel  threate-
ned  but  the  support  you  get  far
outweighs   the   hostility.   I   like   to
think the support and criticism I get
is  for  me  as  an  individual  and  not
necessarily because I'm a woman'.

She hopes the example of women
rabbis will encourage other women
to get involved, both religiousl-y and
in leadership.

The  effect  of  women  rabbis  as
role models is only just beginning to
be felt. Rabbi Wright said the num-
ber  of  b¢fmz.£zv¢fes  was  going  up,
but  there  are  a  number  of  young
women  in  their  twenties  who  are
`incredibly conservative' about hav-

ing a woman rabbi.
Rabbi  Borts  sees  herself as  very

partisan for the women in her con-
gregation.   `If   a   parent   does   not
want  their  daughter  to  have  a  bczf-
mz.fzvafe   I   will   ring   them   up   and
fight about it'.  When she arrived at
Bushey  `there  were  no  women  in-
volved,   I   think.   Now   there   are
many,.

The  issue  of non-sexist  language
in  the  prayerbook  is  important  to
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women  rabbis,  and  it  may  be  an
issue the Movements will now have
to    face.    Executive    Director    of
RSGB,  Raymond  Goldman,  said:
`a lot of women don't feel comfort-

able    tampering    with     language.
There  is  a  feminine  aspect  which
one ought to be aware of and open
to.   But   when   it   gets   carried   to
extremes,   public   opinion   is   not
ready for it!

`The    prayerbook    is    not    the

prayerbook of any particular group- it is the prayerbook of the body of
membership. Therefore it should be
in  language  which  is  acceptable  to
the membership in general.

`That is not to say that some steps

should not be taken to minimize the
amount  of  sexist  language  in  the
prayerbook, and obviously to some
extent to lead public opinion. But if
it   gets   too   far   ahead   of   public
opinion,   the   result  is   to   alienate
people whom one actually wants to
enlist for the cause'.

Raymond Goldman cited the new
Sfeczvwoj  service   as   an   attempt   to
ascertain  how  far  the   Movement
might be prepared to go at present.

In  his personal  opinion,  he  does
not  think  it  realistic  to  use  totally
non-sexist  language.  `1  don't  think
one can relate to  a totally  abstract
image of God. In order for us to be
able  to  relate  to  God  a  degree  of
anthropomorphism is essential.

`There are feminine attributes in

the Jewish aspect of God and these
should  be  expressed.   I   think  the
whole  concept  is  much  too  deeply
ingrained in the whole literature for
it to be totally changed'.

Rabbi  John  Rayner  -  currently
chairing the committee to revise the
ULPS   prayerbook,   explained:    `1
have     tentatively     suggested     we
should  avoid  sexist  language  when-
ever it  is  possible  to  do  so  without
producing    awkwardness.    It    will
probably be possible to do so totally
when human beings are referred to,
but not when God is referred to.

`It will sometimes be necessary to

refer  to   God  by  a  personal  pro-
noun. Therefore it will be necessary
to use "He".

`This may not satisfy the extrem-

ists,  but  it  is  where  public  opinion
is.  I don't anticipate public opinion
will  change.  When  faced  with  the
choice  of  sexist  language  or  using
linguistically awkward or ridiculous
circumlocutions,   most   people   will
opt for sexist language.

`1  regard  the  extremist  view  as

ridiculous.    It    has    always    been
understood by  anybody except im-
beciles    that    masculine    language
when   referring  to   God  does  not
imply that God is male'.

Eva  Mitchell  describes  the  issue
as  `making mountains  out of mole-
hills'.

But  Rabbi  Borts  is  convinced  of
its  importance.   `1  think  there  are
very good rational arguments about
it  mattering  -  if  a  teacher  calls  a
child stupid, they will think they are
stupid.  If  it  bothers  some  people,
and  the  other  side  can't  come  up
with a good,  convincing  argument,
then  I  don't  feel  their  case  has  as
much validity'.

Rabbi  Wright  also  wants  to  see
non-sexist   language  -  `1   certainly
don't see why there should be sexist
language when referring to people -
why say fellow men when there are
also women? I do change the liturgy
and have met with some opposition,
I  also  got  criticism  from  my  col-
leagues  in  the  beginning  but  they
now follow suit'.

Rabbi  Golby pointed to  the  gap
between  her  awareness  of the  lan-
guage issue and that of her congre-
gation.  `I'm aware that I'm going to
a   community   where   these   issues
have not been thought about. It will
have  to  be  done  slowly,  respecting
where people are'.

Rabbi Borts conceded `there are
both   men   and   women   who   are
alienated  by  my  feminism  -  there
will be a move not to take a woman
rabbi  after me'.  She wants women
to `educate themselves about Juda-
ism,  learn to read Hebrew,  and be
assertive'.  And  she  is  unsure  how
much  lasting success she has had -
`the  changes  have  been  small  and

I'm  not  sure  how  deep  they  have
been,  but they have been deep for
some, both men and women'.

Judaism  is  `coping  creakily'  with
the eighties world of supposed sex-
ual   equality.   There   are   two   big
problems for women in the Progres-
sive   Movement   to    deal   with   -
accepting the role of women  in the
past,    and    dealing   with    ongoing
issues of language and assumptions,
she  explained.  `We  have  found  an
uncomfortable place, a difficult place,
but we have a place'.

Wendy Loharto read PPE at Oxford before a
spell as a journalist. She has recently changed
careers to become a residential social worker
with the Jewish Welfare  Board.
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NEW MOON HARVEST

Amanda Golby

`The commandment requires that the court alone should sanctify the

new moons and ascertcLi,n by calculation the beginning of the years
and the months, as it is written:  [Exodus  12:2]  "This month shall
mark for you the begirming of the months; it is shall be for you the

first of the months of the year"  ' .

ESTABLISHING   THE   first
day of the lunar month,  and
thereby      determining      the

date   of  the  festivals,   was   of  the
highest     importance     in     Biblical
Israel.  Indeed many Biblical verses
confirm   that   the   new   moon   day
itself was  a  major festival,  perhaps
at one time of even greater import-
ance than the Sabbath.

In 2 Kings 4:23, the Shunammite
woman,   fearing  her  son  is  dead,
called to her husband:  "Please send
me one of the  servants  and one of
she-asses, so I can hurry to the man
of  God  and  back".   But  he  said,
``Why are going to him today?  It is

neither new moon nor sabbath"'.
The  rabbis  developed  a  lengthy

procedure  for  examining  witnesses
who   claimed   to    have   seen   the
newly-emer`ging  crescent.  And  the
proclamation   of   the   new   month
with the important formula, 77?ck#cZ-
dash, mekuddash, it is sanckfted, it
I.s scz#cfzJi.ed,  was a moment of great
solemnity.   Yet  it  is  also  acknow-
ledged that very early on, there was
a   sound   astronomical   knowledge
which meant that the testimony was
required only to confirm that which
was already known. With the estab-
lishment  of  the  fixed  calendar  by
Hillel  11  in  359  CE,  the  sanctifica-
tion  procedure  was  recalle.d  by  the
announcement,  later,  the  blessing,
for the coming month,  given in the
synagogue  on  the  preceding  Sfe¢b-
b¢'.

The  old  Rosfe   Cfeodesfe  celebra-
tions are also recalled in the liturgy
for the day,  or two  days,  on  which
Rosfe    Cfeodcsfe    falls.    though    the
reality  is  that  few  Progressive  con-
gregations  hold  daily  services,  and
Rosfe   Cfeodesfe   is   only   marked  in
Reform synagogues when it falls on
Sfeczbb¢f,    and   normally   not   even
then within the Liberal world.  Yet,

even  within  Orthodox  synagogues,
where .the rabbinic injunctions with
regard to the additions to the liturgy
tor    Rosh    Chodesh    irle    strie+ly
observed -namely, the recital of a
partial  fecz//e/,  the  psalms  of  praise
associated with a festival,  the addi-
tion to  the 4m!.cZczfe  and  the  Bz.rcfeczf
Hczmmczzo#,  the  extra  Torah  read-
ing,  and  a  mws¢/ service  recalling
the New Moon sacrifices - there is
little  evidence  that  their  inclusion
means very much more than having
to start the daily service earlier than
usual,   or  `dovanning'   at   an  even
faster  speed.  In  the  words  of  Dr.
Jakob  J.   Petuchowski]:   `The  New
Moon  simply  is  no  longer  what  it
used to be in the days of the Bible!'

This  might  be  considered  inevit-
able. After all, we can all know the
dates of festivals many years ahead,
by consulting the various calendars
which  are  available.  And,  even  if,
on a clear night, at the right time of
the month, we do admire the moon,
it is rarely connected with Judaism.
Most  Jews  lack  a  relationship  to
Jewish   time.   We   may   know   the
Hebrew    dates    of    parents'    and
grandparents'   deaths,   because   of
observing  y¢ferzez.f.  But  how many
know  their  own  or  their  children's
Hebrew  dates  of  birth,   and,  you
might add, does it matter anyway?

Yet,   over  the  last   15-20  years,
particularly  in  the  United  States,
there   has   been   a   resurgence   of
interest   in   Rosh   Chodesh.   To   zL
large part,  this has been  connected
with     the     development     of    the
women's  movement,  and  the  fact
that   changes   in   secular   life   have
spread to the religious world.

The  moon  in  general,   and  the
new  moon  in  particular,   have  al-
ways had particular associations for
women, deriving no doubt from the
relationship  between  the  length  of

the cycle of the moon and women's
monthly    cycles.     Jewish    women
shared this with their sisters but the
rabbis,   fearing   that   there   was   a
danger   of   pagan   moon   worship,
gave specific reasons for Rasfe Cfeo-
dcffe being a women's holiday, link-
ed with  the  Biblical  account  of the
building     of    the     Golden     Calf .
Although it is difficult to derive this
from  a  straightforward  reading  of
the Exodus text, there is a tradition
that   the   women   did   not   remove
their jewellery.  According to chap-
ter 45  of the  8th  century  collection
Of  Midrashim known  als  Pirke  De-
Rczbbz.  E/z.czcr..   `The  women  heard
about  the  construction  of the  Gol-
den  Calf and  refused  to  give  their
jewels   to   their  husbands.   Instead
they  said  to  them:   "You  want  to
construct an idol and mask which is
an  abomination,  and has no power
of redemption? We will not listen to
you".  And  the  Holy  One,  Blessed
be He, rewarded them in this world
in   that   they   are   destined   to   be
renewed like new moons'.

There   is   a   custom   of   women
refraining   from   work,   which   has
been  variously  interpreted.   It  has
taken the form of women refraining
from heavy tasks, rather than doing
no  work  at  all  on  Rosfo  Cfeodesfe.
These  customs  seem  now  to  have
died  out.  But  until  the  Holocaust,
there  was  evidence  of  East  Euro-
pean women not sewing and of both
Ashkenazi   and   Sephardi   women
lighting  a candle to  mark  the New
Moon.  These  traditions  have  been
rediscovered in  the  United  States2,
and  various  groups  of  women  are
coming  together  to  celebrate  Rosie
Cfeodesfe.   Orthodox   women,   who
can   have   no   part   in   the   public
worship of the synagogue,  are find-
ing  ways   of  developing   a   shared
spiritual life, by coming together for
prayer and study on the New Moon.
Its   observance   has   also   become
popular  with  those  feminists  who
feel that the traditional structure of
Judaism  is  so  patriarchal  that  they
can have no place within it and are
rather  disdainful  of the  equality  of
women     within     the     Progressive
world.  Rosfe  CfeodeLsfe  allows  them
to   have   a   celebration   as   Jewish
Women.

While I was aware of the resurg-
ence of interest in Rosh Chodesh,1
did not experience it until I studied
in Israel for a year from the summer
of  1986,  under  the  auspices  of  the
Jewish    Theological    Seminary    of
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America's Jerusalem campus, Ivevc
Schechter.   rThe;re,   Rosh   Chodesh
was important each month, for men
and   women,   notwithstanding   the
fact that the morning service would
start  at  about  6.30  to  enable  us  to
complete the additions to the servi-
ce  at  a  comfortable  pace  and  then
enjoy  a  festive  breakfast.  This  ex-
perience,    and   occasional   attend-
a,nco  at  aL  wome;n's  Rosh  Chodesh
group, led to my decision to pursue
the    history    of    the    liturgy    and
observance of Rosfe Cfeodesfe during
my final year at Leo Baeck College.
In  addition  to  those  topics  already
mentioned,  I  covered  the  question
whether   Rosh   Chodesh  wa.s,   aLnd
should be, observed for one or two
days, the development by the  Kczb-
balists Of the dz\y before Rosh Cho-
d_esh   as   aL   Crninor   Yom   Kippur',
devoted  to  fasting  and  atonement,
and the strange practice of kz.ddz45fe
Jcvc!#a!fe,    of   sanctifying    the    new
moon after its appearance.  Most of
these    aspects    can    at    least    be
adapted to modern practice,  at the
very least there should be an aware-
ness of them.

Clearly, as a rabbi with complete
equality,   it  is   difficult   for  me   to
advocate   separate   Rosfe   Cfoodesfe
celebrations   for  women.   While   I
have   a   slight   regret   that   this   is
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A PRESENT

THAT SAYS SOMETHING

Sculpture by

JACKIE KING-CLINE

Prices from £70

16 Folkington Corner
London N12 7BH
Tel: 01-445 0054

missing  a  possible  opportunity  for
women  to  explore  religious  topics
together,  my  overriding  concern  is
that all Jews become aware of Rosie
Cfeoczesfe.  It means something more
than  it  has  done  for  many  genera-
tions,   in   terms   of   developing   a
relationship  to  the Jewish  calendar
and  Jewish  time,  and  in  having  an
opportunity to prepare for the com-
ing  festival.  It  might  also  make  it
possible   for   us   to   re-develop   an
awareness  of  nature  and  a  related
concern for the environment, which
is  sadly  remote  from  the  lives  of
most urban Jewsl
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[1]  `The    magnification    of    Chanukah'    by
Petuchowski,  Jakob  J.,  in  Co7HmcHfczry,
January  1960,  volume 29,1,  p.  38-43.

[2]  The  first  article  on  `new'  jiasfe  Cfeodcsfe
celebrations for women was:  `This month
is for you:  observing Rosh  Chodesh  as a
women's   holiday'   by  Agus,   Arlene,   in
Ko/f4irz.   Agus,   Elizabeth   (editor),   7lfoc
Jewish      Woman:       new      perspectives.
Schocken Books, New York,  1976.

+in_andz\ GOHhy studied law and librarianship
before  entering  the  Leo  Baeck  College.  She
has  been  rabbi  of the  Southport  New  Syna-
gogue since the summer of 1988.

condnued from page 24
Indian  subcontinent,  with  Sikhs  in
the   Punjab   and   Hindus   fighting
against them. The other item on our
agenda,  therefore,  as  we  face  the
problems of our world, is to fight, in
a   multi-faith   interfaith. campaign,
the  rise  of fundamentalist,  separat-
ist      religious       extremism.       For
together  we   have   to   work   for   a
better,  more  tolerant,  more  open
world,   and   the   sad   and   terrible
thing  is  that  we  may  see  an  even
more  closed  world  if  the  forces  of
religious fundamentalism in each of
our  religions  are   allowed  to  con-
tinue   unchallenged.    That   is   the
shared    task    we    could    perhaps
undertake,   together   with   a   small
project  such  as  a  shared  children's
home  or  hospice.   And  that  task,
along  with  that  of  breaking  down
the  injustice  of  the  world's  worst
system  of  systematic  separation,  is
what    might    give    us    hope    and
strength    and    conviction    in    our
shared humanity  ? ) .

Rabbi Julia  Neuberger,  a grczdztafe  o/ C¢m-

Pridge University and the Leo Baeck College,
is   the   minister   of   South   London   LibJral
Synagogue. She serves on the Ethics Conanit-
tee  of  the  Royal  College  of  Nursing,   is   a
merrber of .the N.o_rtf a London Hospice Group
a_n.4_recently published Care for the Dying i-n
Different Religions.
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MANOR  HOUSE
BOOKS

80  EAST  END  ROAD  LONDON  N3
tel:  01.349.9484

THE  LARGEST  SELECTION  OF  JEWISH
BOOKS  IN  NORTH  LONDON  including:

LITERATURE,     HISTORY,     BIBLE,     RABBINICS,
HASSIDISM,  HOLOCAUST,  jEWISH  ART,
lsRAEL  INTEREST,  COOKERY,  FESTIVALS,

CHILDREN'S  BOOKS  etc.
Also:  BARGAIN  BOOKS,  CARDS  &  GIFTS,

juDAICA  &  JEWISH  CRAFTS,  ANTIQUE
PRINTS,  SECONDHAND  BOOKS.

OPEN
Mon-Thurs  10  am -4  pin

Sunday  loam -2pm

1989 CATALOGUE
NOW AVAILABLE
QUALITY S/H  BOOKS WANTED

BEST  PRICES  PAID
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ANSWER THE LORD

Sir,

A:hfua::T.:¥grF:;a::Th:f¥:
Jcwz.sfe  Cfero#z.c/c is biased in favour
of  the   Orthodox  synagogues   and
allows   this   bias   to   influence   the
selection  of  articles  for  their  High
Holyday  issues,  that  is  a  very  se-
rious  charge  which  the  editor  and
directors  Of  the  Jewish   Chronicle
may feel compelled to answer.

Personally, I think nothing would
be  gained were  Progressive Jewish
leaders to refuse the opportunity to
express  their  views  on  community
relationships   within   Anglo-Jewry.
As it is unlikely that the Orthodox
will  heed  your  advice,  the  conse-
quence   would   be   that   the   large
Tea.dership  of the Jewish  Chronicle
would  hear  only  one  side  of  the
matter.   Surely  that  can  be  of  no
benefit to us.

Following the publication of Lord
Jakobovits'    article,    the    editorial
staff  offered   the   RSGB   and   the
ULPS    equal   space    to    respond,
which  we  have  done.  I  cannot im-
agine   that   Progressive   Jews   and
their  sympathisers  would  have  ex-
pected us to do otherwise.
Rabbi Dr Sidney Brichto
Execndve Vice-President and
Director,  ULPS.

ANTI CHRISTMAS

Sir,

JUST A NOTE TO TELL Willy
Wolff that in South London we
are     seeing     an     increase     in

the  Jewish  anti-Christmas  brigade.
What   used   to   be   the   third   high
holyday  of  the  Jewish  year  is  gra-
dually becoming a day that,  should
it  be   Sfeczbb¢£,   we   get  the   largest
congregation of the year, and when
we have no difficulty getting volun-
teers to work with  the homeless or
at   one   of   the   local   hospitals   or
homes.

What  worries  me  is  the  lack  of
attendance the rest of the year!
Rabbi Julia Neuberger
South  London  Liberal Synagogue
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W
E  ARE  STANDING  TO-
DAY at one of the great T-
junctions of Jewish history.

For the first time  since the birth
of the state, Israel is going one way
and American Jewry is peeling  off
in the opposite direction.

Contrary to appearances, the re-
sponse   to   the   Palestinian   leader
Yassir Arafat's peace offensive was
not  the  issue  that   slackened  the
bonds to the point of parting.

The crack opened with the inva-
sion of the Lebanon more than six
years ago.

It widened dangerously with  the
Israeli  response  to  the  JJ7#.J¢dcz  a
year ago.

But  it  was  the  threat  of  ultra-
orthodoxy   to   impose   its   narrow
definition as to who is a Jew - and
the  refusal  of  Israel's  lay  leaders,
both Likud and Labour, to counter
that threat adequately - that led to
the   final   alienation   of  American
Jewry.

The effect of last year's events on
British  Jewry  has  been  much  the
same,  irrelevant  though we  are by
comparison. In acting as an echo of
Yitzhak   Shamir,   the   Israeli   pre-
mier,  our leaders  speak for  only a
small minority.

Illusions,    once    shattered,    can
never be refocused, and the solidar-
ity  between  Israel  and  the  rest  of
world  Jewry  is  beyond  repalr  this
century. The year 5479/1989 is hurt-
ling us all in new directions.

And  it  needs  the  gift  of  divine
prophecy  to  foretell  the  consequ-
ences -especially for Israel.

i±,

0NE IVEEK THEY HOLD A
dinner  to  raise  £250,000  in
honour  of the  Chief Rabbi's

elevation to the House of Lords.
The  next  week  I  read  about  a

massive  endowment  for  some  new
venture   at  the   Oxford   centre  for
Jewish studies.
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And  sorely  I  recall  the   8.30am
phone  call,  now  some  ten  or more
years back, which sent me speeding
to   one   Of   our   teaching   hospitals
where an institute endowed by one of
our members  at the cost of millions
was   about   to   be   opened   by   the
Queen Mother.

My heart rejoices at every hundred
thousand raised to strengthen Jewish
institutions.  And bleeds for the fact
that the one institution that remains
without one endowed chair or lectur-
eship -be it in rabbinics, practical or
theoretical,  be  it  in  reform  history
and theology, be it in liturgy or any
other topic, academic or practical - is
Leo Baeck College.

And  it  is  the  one  institution  on
which depends not only the future of
our  Reform  and  Liberal  communi-
ties, but the bulk Of Anglo-Jewry as it
is  being  orphaned  and  repulsed  by
right-wing orthodoxy.

*

IS IT NOT ABOUT TIME that
we   in   the   Jewish   community
started picking our man or won-

an of the year?
Twhat fun it would add to commu-

nal life and what a bonus in raising
communal consciousness - and that,
I promise, is the last time I shall use
that pretentious buzz phrase, a mere
fig leaf for `propaganda'.

I  am  solTy,  I  am  being  diverted
from my righteous cause.

Think  also   of  the  job   creation.
Cooks for dinner, silversmiths for the
salver  and  reluctant  cheque  writers
for the prize and the tickets.

I  have  only  one  nomination  for
5749:  Rabbi  8.  Rabinowitz,  B.A.,
Minister of Edgware United Synago-
gue.

For banning pecks and ki;ses in his
sfez{J.  And  so  becoming  one  Of  the
Progressive Movement's most force-
ful recruiting sergeants.

*

AfaTgeE:¥g:h::ic::p:eF:iTcff::
more to their parents than parents
to children.

Certainly, in my childhood home,
the Friday night repertory of tunes
and  texts  grew  as  the  three  of  us

flitted  around the  youth  groups  of
Hendon and Golders Green.

And our formal lessons inevitably
led to a closer look at tin labels and
a  frantic  tearing  of  toilet  rolls  on
Friday afternoons.

And  so  it  is  in  many  a  home
today.

The way to raise the standard of
practice  in  the  community is to  be
more  ambitious  in  the  teaching  of
our children.

That  way  you  capture  many  a
parent  who  would  never  be  seen
alert or asleep, in any adult educa-
tion class .

*
IEND   WITH   A   STORY   I

should not be writing.
It   happened   one   summer

evening.  I  went  to  a  sfez.t7ofe.   As  I
walked in, I was immmediately led
to meet  the local  orthodox incum-
bent  who  was  taking  the  service.
We  exchanged  courtesies  and  the
prayers began.

At  the  end  of  the  A77?I.dczfe,   he
suddenly  turned  round,  fixed  m`e
with his eyes, swept the air with his
arm,   and   said:   "Will   you  please
come forward and lead us through
the concluding refez./Jz.77e, psalms and
prayers." Which I did.

It happened in reverse the other
day when I  arrived to take  a fune-
ral.  There,  among  the  mourners,
moved    this    orthodox    colleague.
Suddenly we  stood  side by side  at
the grave  and I  asked him to  take
part of the service with me.  Which
he did.

I  should  not  be  writing  this  for
two   reasons.   Firstly  because  if  I
gave any clue as to where this took
place, he might be put under press-
ure.

And  secondly  because  it  should
be   such   routine   practice   that   to
mention it would be a big yawn.

Alas  for  Anglo-Jewry  that  it  is
uniquel

Rabbi William Wolff is mz.7.j.s'¢cr of {fee Ivew-
castle Reform Synagogue.  He was previously
one  of Rabbi  Hugo  Gryn's  assistants  at the
West  London  Synagogue,  and  was  a  Fleet
Street journalist  before  training for  the  rab-
binate at  Leo  Baeck College.
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The Manor House
Society

The Manor House Society is an ambitious cultural venture. Its aim is to bring a wide
range of Jewish cultural and intellectual events of a high level within easy reach of a
large  audience.  Regular  activities  include  concerts,  debates,  exhibitions,  drama,
seminars and lectures.
Membership  of the  Society  gives  easy  access  to  the  many  amenities  of the  Sternberg
Centre  for  Judaism,   the   largest  Jewish   centre   in   Europe.   These  facilities   include   a
bookshop, library, cafeteria, extensive gro.unds and tennis courts.  Membership also brings
advance  information  about  events,  priority  booking  and  ticket  discounts  and  automatic
subscription to Manma.  Membership can  be on  either an  individual  or family basis.
Subscriptions are modest:

Single membership                        fl4.00 per annum
Family Membership                        £22.50 per annum
Seniorcitizen/studentsingle       fll.00 perannum
Senior citizen -family                    £15.00 per annum

Existing subscribers to Manna may deduct the unexpired portion of their subscription from
the Manor House Society subscription.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

18th January -15th February 1.989
SAMUEL FIOBIN  SPAF3K -Work  in  Mixed  Media

Mondays -Thursdays:  10.00am -5.00pm

Sunday 5th February 3.00pm
DF?  GF3UNEBEFiG AND  HIS  MAGIC  LANGUAGE  MEMOFiY  METHOD

Sunday 12th February 3.00pm
AN AFIT & CRAFT WOF]KSHOP  FOFi  CHILDFIEN

22nd February -30th March 1989
FFIESH  FACES

An exhib.ition of paintings, drawings,  pr.Ints and sculpture by five talented artists
Sundays:  11.00am - 1.00pm, 3.00 -5.00pm
Mondays - Thursdays:  11.00am - 4.00pm

IThe Centre will be closed on 24, 26 and 27  March)
Sunday 5th March 8.00pm

GUITAFI  FIECITAL by Michael  Conn

Sunc!ay 12th March 2.30pm
THIF3D ANNUAL CHESS SIMUL with Jonathan Speelman

30th March -4th April  1989
TFllp TO  POLAND

(Fully Booked)

LUNCHTIME  RECITALS
Spring Series: Tuesdays at 1.15 -2.00pm

January  17             February 14
January 31              February 28

March  14

Summer Series commences Tuesday 2nd  May 1989

Printed  by FREEDMAN  BROS.  (PRINTERS)  LTD.,  St.  Albans Lane,  London NW117QB     01-458 3220
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